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Marathon Oil Company
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MMS

Minerals Management Service, Departm nt of the Interior

NEPA

National Environmental Policy Act

NGA

Natural Gas Act of 1938
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Phillips Alaska Natural Gas Corporation

PGC

Potential Gas Committee

Resource Decisions

Resource Decisions and Northern Econo ics, contractor to the Applicants

SPE

Society of Petroleum Engineers

Sproule

Sproule Associates Inc., contractor to th Applicants

Tcf

Trillion cubic feet

Unocal

Union Oil Company of California

USGS

United States Geological Survey, Dep

WPC

World Petroleum Congress

Zobrist

Daniel H. Zobrist, petroleum economist or ADNR
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I. SUMMARY
The Office of Fossil Energy (FE) of the Department fEnergy (DOE) is granting the
application of Phillips Alaska Natural Gas Corporation and

arathon Oil Company (hereinafter

PANGC and Marathon or Applicants) for a five-year extensi n of their authorization to export
liquefied natural gas (LNG) from the State of Alaska to Jap

. In so doing, the Department has

determined this export extension wi~l not be inconsistent wi

the public interest.

IT. PROCEDURAL IDST RY
A.

Background
The history of this export, authorized originally in 1967 by the Federal Power

Commission (FPC),!' has been remarkably uneventful when ompared to the drama that has
characterized exploration and development activities in Alas

and natural gas regulation

genetally.Y The FPC authorized Phillips Petroleum Comp y, a predecessor of PANGC, and
Marathon to export LNG to Tokyo Electric Power Company Inc. (Tokyo Electric) and Tokyo
Gas Company Limited (Tokyo Gas) during a 15-year period beginning in March 1969, after
construction of the necessary liquefaction and marine te.............-

facilities in the Cook Inlet Basin.

Between 1967 and the filing of the application in this proce ding, the export authority was
amended seven times, by the former Economic Regulatory dministration of DOE, a predecessor

See 37 F.P.C. ,r 777 (1967). The FPC's regulatory authority ov imports and exports ofnatural gas was
transferred to the Secretary of Energy in 1977 by the Department of En rgy Organization Act, 42 U.S.C. §§ 7151;
7172; the Secretary, in turn, delegated the authority to the Administrato · of the Economic Regulatory Administration
(ERA), Delegation Order No. 0204-111 (49 Fed. Reg. 6684, February 2 , 1984), and~ to the Assistant Secretary
of Fossil Energy, Delegation Order No. 0204-127 (54 Fed. Reg. 11436, arch 10, 1989).

1/

2/

For extensive background information, see Yukon Pacific Cor oration, DOE Opinion and Order No. 350, 1
FE ,r 70,259 (1989), denied on reh'g, I FE ,r 70,303 (1990). Order 350, as modified on rehearing, authorized Yukon
Pacific to export for sale to Pacific Rim nations a total ofup to 350 mill on metric tons (MMT) of LNG, at an
average annual volume of 14 MMT, over a 25-year term beginning on e date of first delivery. The export project
encompasses the proposed Trans-Alaska Gas System (TAGS) and rel d facilities, including production and gas
conditioning facilities, liquefaction plant, marine terminal, and LNG
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of FE, in 1982, 1986, 1987, and 1988, and by FE in 1991, 1 92, and most recently in 1995.~
None of these proceedings was contested.
P ANGC and Marathon have maintained throughout

·s period an uninterrupted export

relationship with Japan. They currently are authorized to ex ort up to 64.4 trillion Btu's
(approximately 64.4 billion cubic feet (Bc:f)) of LNG per ye , nearly 35 percent of the 1997
market for Cook Inlet natural gas, over a 15-year period en

B.

g March 31, 2004.

Application and Project Description
On December 31, 1996, the Applicants filed an appli ation requesting that the

Department extend their authorization to export LNG from

aska to Japan for five years, from

April 1, 2004, through March 31, 2009 .~ Under the request d extension, the natural gas would
continue to be produced from gas fields owned or controlle by the Applicants in the Cook Inlet
area of Alaska,~ manufactured into LNG at the Applicants' xisting liquefaction plant near

See DOE/ERA Opinion and Order No. 49 (1 ERA ,r 70,116, D cember 14, 1982); bOE/ERA Opinion and
Order 49-A (1 ERA ,r 70,127, April 3, 1986) (transferred authoriz.ation om Phillips Petroleum Company to Phillips
66 Natural Gas Company); DOE/ERA Opinion and Order No. 206 (1 E ,r 70,128, November 16, 1987);
DOE/ERA Opinion and Order No. 261 (1 ERA ,r 70,130, July 28, 1988 ; DOE/FE Opinion and Order No. 261-A (1
FE ,r 70,454, June 18, 1991); DOE/FE Opinion and Order No. 261-B (1 FE ,r 70,506, December 19, 1991)
(transferred authorization from Phillips 66 Natural Gas Company to PA GC); DOE/FE Opinion and Order 261-C (1
FE ,r 70,607, July 15, 1992) (increased annual export authority to Japan from 52 trillion Btu's to 64.4 trillion Btu's the provision for annual sales of up to 106 percent of annual contract q antity remained unchanged); and DOE/FE
Opinion and Order No. 261-D (1 FE ,r 71,087, March 2, 1995) (collecti ely referred to"' Order 261).

'JI

1/
PANGC, a Delaware corporation with its principal place ofbu iness in Bartlesville, Oklahoma, is a wholly
owned subsidiary of Phillips Petroleum Company. Marathon, an Ohio orporation with its principal place of
business in Houston, Texas, is a wholly owned subsidiary ofUSX Co ration. PANGC and Marathon are not
affiliated with each other.

'JI

The Applicants have been significant operators in the Cook In et area for decades. They operate three of
the basin's six largest fields and control approximately 48 percent ofth basin's reserves.
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Kenai, Alaska,§.! and transported by tank.er to Japan for sale t Tokyo Electric and Tok.yo Gas, the
two largest electric and gas utilities in Japan. The proposed xtension would involve no new
construction or other operational changes.
The pricing and other provisions in the Applicants' c

ent LNG sales contracts with

Tokyo Electric and Tokyo Gas would remain the same durin the extension period. As currently
authorized, these contracts contain a market-sensitive pricin formula under which the monthly
selling price per million Btu's of LNG exported to Japan is a ~usted each month to reflect
changes over a three-month period in the selling price of all rude oils imported into Japan.11
In response to a request from the Applicants, their Ja anese purchasers signed a Letter
Agreement on May 17, 1993,§! to extend the utilities' pure

e commitment(s) for five years,

from April 1, 2004, to and including March 31, 2009, subje to the Applicants' written
acceptance on or before March 31, 2001.21 Pursuant to the greement, the Applicants began
reporting to their Japanese purchasers the status of extensio activities, including their export
application, on April 1, 1998.

The Kenai LNG plant is owned by Kenai LNG Corporation, 7 percent of which is owned by PANGC and
30 percent by Marathon. It is the largest LNG manufacturing, and only LNG export, facility in North America.

§/

1J

These crude oil selling prices are reported in Japan Exports & mports Montfd'1 which is edited by the
Customs Bureau, Ministry of Finance, and published by the Japan Tari Association.

'Ill

Included as Appendix A to the Application.

See Answer ofPhillips Alaska Natural Gas Corporation and arathon Oil Company in Opposition to
Protests, Motions to Dismiss or Defer, Requests for Additional Procedu es, and Motion for Consolidation of
ENSTAR Natural Gas Company, Union Oil Company ofCalifornia, No them Eclipse LLC and Fairbanks Natural
Gas LLC, and Aurora Gas, Inc., filed May 9, 1997, at 3.

2f
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C.

Notice and Interventions
DOE issued a notice of the application on February 5, 1997, inviting protests, motions to

intervene, notices of intervention, and comments to be filed y April 3, 1997.!!!I Motions to
intervene were filed by ENSTAR Natural Gas Company (E STAR), Union Oil Company of
California (Unocal),l!INorthem Eclipse LLC and Fairbanks Natural Gas LLC jointly,121 and
Aurora Gas, Inc. (Aurora),.w all opposing the application an requesting, in addition to
intervention~ various other procedures if DOE did not dismi s the application.
DOE has also received letters from 42 interested per ons who did not seek to intervene,
including the City of Kenai, the Municipality of Anchorage 17 State of Alaska legislators, and
U.S. Senators Ted Stevens and Frank Murkowski.

D.

Order Requesting Additional Information
On November 6, 1997, the Department issued a pr,o dural order requesting additional

information and written comments from the Applicants and intervenors.lil DOE denied motions
requesting: (1) dismissal of the application as premature; (2 a public conference; (3) a trial-type
hearing; and (4) an opportunity to conduct formal discove ..W The requests for additional

lQ/

62 Fed. Reg. 9758 (March 4, 1997).

l!.I

Unocal simultaneously filed a complaint regarding the Appli ts' current export authorization as part of its
intervention in this docket and in ERA Docket No. 88-22-LNG. DOE ismissed the complaint on July 18, 1997, 1
FE ,r 71, 429 (DOE/FE Opinion and Order No. 261-E). Unocal did not request rehearing of Order 261-E.

lY

On June 30, 1997, Northern Eclipse and Fairbanks withdrew

13/

Now known as Aurora Power Resources, Inc.

Hf

See Order Requesting Information and Written Comments.

W

eir interventioJt~d protest "with prejudice."

Id On November 20, 1997, ENSTAR filed a motion with D E for an order compelling the production of
data and other documents from PANGC and Marathon. The Applican filed a joint answer on December 5, 1997,
(continued...)
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procedures were denied without prejudice to the filing of s· ·1ar requests at a later stage in the
proceeding.Ml The procedural order requested submission o initial comments by December 22,
1997, reply comments by February 5, 1998, and any reques for additional procedures by
February 20, 1998.
DOE received initial and reply comments from all p

ies and the Protestors' filings on

February 20 requested additional, although by Unocal largel unspecified, procedures in the
event DOE did not deny the application. Aurora and ENST

requested an opportunity,

respectively, to respond to the Applicants' last filed comme ts and to close the evidentiary phase
of this proceeding. Aurora renewed its request for both a tri -type and a public hearing in
Anchorage, Alaska. ENSTAR again requested from the Ap licants certain information not
supplied during informal discovery.!'.ZI Finally, ENSTAR

Unocal renewed their requests for

procedures which they argued are required by DOE regulati n_s implementing the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA).llf

E.

Order Permi ·

ation of Exhibit on D

Following submission of the motions and comments on February 20, 1998, the
Applicants filed a response on March 9, 1998, asserting DO should· deny the motions for

(... continued)
opposing ENSTAR's motion. On December 16, 1997, DOE issued an rder denying ENSTAR's motion, "without
prejudice to the consideration of such a request in accordance with the chedule set fort:h in Paragraph C of the
[November 6] procedural order." ENSTAR and the Applicants did agr e to an informiti!d.iscovery arrangement
among themselves.

W

See DOE's November 6, 1997, Procedural Order at 12-13.

17/
Information exchanged during informal discovery by the Appl' cants and ENSTAR has been placed in the
official docket file.

W

42 U.S.C. § 4321, et seq.
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additional procedures and proceed with a final decision on

e export extension. In addition, the

Applicants asserted DOE should not accept what they chara terized as unsolicited comments
included by Unocal and ENSTAR in their motions for ad.di onal procedures. If these comments
were added to the record, the Applicants requested an oppo

·ty to respond. The Applicants

also stated they intended to file a clarification of Exhibit Lt
comments. ENSTAR and Unocal answered the Applicants'
On March 26, 1998, DOE issued a procedural order
file the proposed clarification of Exhibit L, and permitting

anting the Applicants' request to
e Protestors to file reply comments

limited to the Applicants' clarification and supporting data. By way of clarification, the
Applicants provided two forecasts on April 15, 1998; the fo casts plot the projected
deliverability of Cook Inlet production from 1998 through O13.12! ENSTAR, Unocal, and
Aurora all filed replies.2!!1

19/
See Sproule Associates Inc.(Sproule), Clarifications to PANG and Marathon's Deltverability Forecast,
Cook Inlet, Alaska (April 8, 1998), filed by the Applicants on April 15, 1998.
On January 25, 1999, Richard F. Barnes, President ofENST
sent a letter to Robert S. Kripowicz as
Acting Assistant Secretary for Fossil Energy, enclosing an internal M th.on memorandum, dated May 19, I 994,
from F.R. Adamchak to R.G. Grammens. The letter pointed out what . Barnes characterized
as inconsistencies
J, ....~.
between assertions regarding gas supply made by Marathon in this exp rt proceeding aiftl those reflected in the
memorandum, and reemphasized the need for the Department to grant NSTAR's request for further procedures. On
January 26, 1999, the Department returned ENSTAR's letter and enclo ure determining the information, submitted in
further support of arguments made by ENSTAR throughout the procee ing, was not necessary for resolution of the
issues in the case and would not be made part of the record.
On March 2, 1999, Unocal filed a motion for leave to submit attached update to its comments. Contrary
to Unocal's belief, the Department decided the agency would not "'hen fit from a freshening' of matters fully briefed"
in an already extensive record. The Department denied the motion in order issued March 4, 1999, and returned
the filing to Unocal.

'l,S)/
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ID.COMMENTS
A.

The Protestors

The positions of the three Protestors have been fun

entally the same throughout this

proceeding. Based in large part on supply and demand studi s submitted with their comments,
they argue DOE approval of the application would cause a s ortage of natural gas in southcentral
Alaska during the five-year extension period and therefore ould be inconsistent with the public
interest.
1.

ENSTAR

ENSTAR, a local distribution company regulated by the State of Alaska, provides natural
gas service to southcentral Alaska. Marathon is one of ENS AR's four gas suppliers and
currently is obligated to supply all of the distributor's req · ments exceeding its other firm
purchase requirements ..lll This requirements-type obligation xtends through 2001, after which
Marathon's obligation is limited for the duration of the supp y contract (approximately 2015) to
an annual quantity fixed in the contract.W

In order to assess the impact of the proposed export xtension, ENSTAR commissioned
three studies: first, an analysis of Cook Inlet gas reserves

d deliverability;W second, an

W

ted PANGC had received no response to its

The Applicants' May 9, 1997, Answer at 14. The Applicants
attempts to negotiate a contract with ENSTAR, infra at 15.

221

Id note 13, at 14.

Malkewicz Hueni Associates (MHA), Analysis ofCook Inlet A aska Gas Reserves and Deliverability
(December 19, 1997), included as Attachment C to Commfmts ofENST.. Natural Gas Company, filed December
22, 1997.

'[JI
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assessment of reserve additions;W and third, an analysis of n ·rural gas demand through 2009 and
the effects of a possible shortage on energy costs and emplo

ent in southcentral Alaska.w

ENSTAR claims the resource base is not as large as. e Applicants estimate and that its
supply estimates show a declining reserve base, which, even with reserve additions, would not
support anticipated demand within the export extension peri d. ENSTAR asserts the resulting
regional natural gas shortages cannot be averted by investm nt in storage facilities, and would
cause widesp:r:ead fuel switching to alternate fuels and de · entally affect both the economy and
the environment of southcentral Alaska. Such shortages wo d be relatively insensitive to supply
and demand assumptions, ENSTAR contends, and "[t]he o y factor that, by itself, determines
whether shortages will result is whether DOE approves the

2.

Unocal

Unocal is both a producer and user of Cook Inlet na

al gas. 271 It has owned and

operated a chemical plant in Nikiski, Alaska, on the Kenai eninsula of Cook Inlet since 1969.w
Unocal's gas production is dedicated as feedstock to produc ammonia and urea fertilizer

James E. Eason (Eason), Oil and Gas Operations, Managemen and Policy, An Assessment ofPotential Gas
Reserves Additions from Currently Undiscovered Resources-Cook Inle , Alaska (December 22, 1997), included as
Attachment B to ENSTAR's December 22, 1997, Comments.
·

'Mf

~

Scott Goldsmith, Institute of Social and Economic Research (I ER), Two Memoranda on Cook Inlet Gas:
Cook Inlet Gas Consumption Projection & The Financial Cost ofPrem ture Loss ofGli$. to the Railbelt Utilities
(December 18, 1997), included as Attachment D to ENSTAR'S Decem er 22, 1997, Comments.
26/

ENSTAR's December 22, 1997, Comments at 3.

Motion to Intervene, Motion to Dismiss or Defer, Protest, and Request for Additional Procedures of
Unocal Oil Company of California, filed April 3, 1997, at 4.

2Jj

28/

Id

•
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products, none sold in Alaska and the ·majority marketed out ide the United States. Unocal has
no sales obligations to the local Alaskan market..W
Unocal submitted a gas deliverability study in suppo of its argument the LNG export
will cause, or at least hasten, regional supply shortfalls wi · the extension period, including
curtailments to Unocal's Alaska chemical plant.30' These sh rtfalls, Unocal argues, are ignored
by the Applicants' estimates of reserves and demand. Unoc contends the deliverability
shortages "preclude a finding that the proposed export is in

e public interest"lll because they

will induce price increases in the local market, stymie gro

and reduce tax revenues, and result

in loss of jobs, industry shutdowns, fuel switching, and rela d adverse impacts on the
environment and trade. Unocal asserts these losses would o tweigh any losses from a denial of
the LNG export extension.

3.

Aurora

Aurora is an independent aggregator and marketer o natural gas in direct competition
with a Marathon marketing subsidiary.W It purchases natur gas from producers in the Cook
Inlet region and resells that gas to customers in the Anchor e area. Like Unocal, Aurora

2')j
E.g., the Applicants' February 5, 1998, Reply Comments at 74 Unocal's gas use could be characterized as
an "indirect export'' because the gas is used to produce a commodity p arily destined for, in this instance the same,
export market. See DeAnne Julius and Afsaneh Mashayekhi, The Eco mies ofNatural Gas: Pricing, Planning,
and Policy, Oxford University Press, 1990, at 70.

Cook Inlet Natural Gas Deliverability Analysis (December 19 7), included as itxhibit A to Initial
Comments of Union Oil Company ofCalifornia (Unocal), filed Decem er 22, 1997. Unocal's deliverability report

30/

was supported by two companion analyses, also prepared by Unocal an incl11ded as Appendices 1 and 2,
respectively, to Exhibit A: (1) Cook Inlet Natural Gas Reserves and Re ources; and (2) Production Capacity of

Cook Inlet Gas Fields.
31/

Unocal's December 22, 1997, Initial Comments at 8.

32/

The Applicants' May 9, 1997, Answer at 15.

•
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ent export authority under Order

protests both the extension application and the Applicants'

261, claiming deliverable Cook Inlet gas reserves will be ne ded to meet regional demand and
the continuing export of LNG will result in a premature sho

e for Alaskans.~ Aurora

contends that while gas storage facilities, if they existed, mi ht reduce perceived deliverability
problems, storage is an expensive option that does not incre e the availability of gas. In
addition, Aurora echoes the claims ofENSTAR and Unocal there are no economically and
environmentally acceptable energy supply alternatives to m et demand. Aurora did not
undertake an independent study of either supply or demand.

B.

1

The Applicants
In support of their application, the Applicants state ere is no regional need for the gas

they propose to export.~ For this assertion, the Applicants ely on analyses which they believe
demonstrate there are adequate regional supplies to satisfy oth anticipated local demand and the
continued export of LNG during the five-year extension}§.'
criticisms, the Applicants assert their studies are complete

response to the Protestors'
d technically accurate and it is the

studies relied on by the Protestors, and their use, which are

'J:J./

See supra note 11.

W

See Aurora Power Resources, Inc. 's Comments to November
Comments, filed December 22, 1997, at 5.
35/

1997, Order Requesting Additional

National need is not an issue in this proceeding. See note 48.

36/
Resource Decisions and Northern Economics (Resource Deci ions), &anomic Analysis ofRegional and
Local Interests Relating to Kenai LNG Export to Japan (December 11, 1996), and Schlumberger GeoQuest
Reservoir Technologies (GeoQuest), Proven Reserve Assessment Cook Inlet, Alaska Effective January 1, 1996
(March 1996), included as Appendices C and D, respectively, to the A plication.
37/

See, e.g., the Applicants' February 5, 1998, Reply Comments, Parts II and III.
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With regard to the Protestors' arguments about deliv rability, the Applicants assert
projected annual Cook Inlet production will be adequate to

eet both annual average local

demand and the LNG export market.381 They contend delive ability should not be a consideration
in this proceeding but is an issue limited to the peak require ents of the local market. The
Applicants claim these requirements are the responsibility o the local gas distribution utility,
which currently does not provide peak shaving or gas storag facilities.~
The Applicants ~sert the Department's extension of eir export authority would be
consistent with agency policy to permit the market to operat without unnecessary regulatory
constraints. Not only would DOE's extension not cause Co k Inlet supply shortfalls, the
Applicants contend, but if the Kenai LNG exports were disc ntinued or curtailed, the local
market could not absorb the quantity of gas now being expo ed. And because an extension of
their export would not cause local gas shortages, the Applic ts assert an extension would not
result in significant fuel switching, adverse economic or en · onmental impacts, or other
negative consequences for consumers.~ On the contrary,
requested export authority would extend current benefits to

e Applicants emphasize the
aska's economy, maintain and

W

See, e.g., Sproule, Supplemental Report, Proven Reserves Ass sment, Cook Inlet (February 3, 1998),
included as Exhibit B to the Applicants' February 5, 1998, Reply Co
ents.
See, e.g., Initial Comments ofPhillips Alaska Natural Gas Co oration and Marathon Oil Company in
Response to November 6, 1997 Order, filed December 22, 1997, at 11- 5; and Foster Associates, Inc., Peak Shaving
and Use ofStorage in the U.S. Natural Gas Industry (December 1997), included as Exhibit A to these Initial
Comments. See also the Applicants' May 9, 1997; Answer at 111. Th assertENSTARhas been unresponsive to

39/

their request for a written expression of interest in using the Kenai LN Project for a possible peaking gas supply
arrangement.
40/

See generally the Applicants' May 9, 1997, Answer, Part IV.

•
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strengthen the long-established international relationship wi

Japan, and continue reductions to

the U.S. trade deficit. 411
Finally, the Applicants argue the additional procedur s requested by the Protestors are
unnecessary and, by requesting them, the Protestors are mis sing DOE's regulations to delay
approval of the requested export extension.

c.

Alaskan Interests
The State of Alaska did not intervene or otherwise c mment in this proceeding.

However, as noted above, the Department has received lette s from both of the U.S. Senators
from Alaska, State legislators, local officials, businesses loc ted in the State, and private
individuals. None sought to intervene and the great majori

supported the application,

emphasizing in their comments the long history of safe and eliable operations by the Applicants
and the importance of the export project to the State's econ my. For the most part, the few
comments which expressed concern about the proposed exp rt extension did not oppose it but
requested that DOE conduct hearings in Alaska and perfo

an independent analysis of Cook

Inlet gas reserves to determine the adequacy of supply befo e approving the application.

IV. DECISION
The Applicants filed their application for authoriza on to extend their export of Cook
Inlet, Alaska natural gas under section 3 of the Natural Gas Act (NGA). Section 3 provides, in
relevant part:
[N]o person shall export any natural gas from the U ·ted States to a
foreign country or import any natural gas from a fo ign country without
first having secured an order of the [Secretary of E rgy] authorizing it to

41/

Id.

•
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do so. The [SecretaryJ shall issue such order upon 'Plication, unless,
after opportunity for hearing, it finds that the propo d exportation or
importation will not be consistent with the public int rest. The [Secretary]
may by [the Secretary's] order grant suchapplicatio , in whole or part,
with such modification and upon such terms and co ·tions as the
[Secretary] may find necessary or appropriate .... 15 .S.C. § 717b
(pmphasis added).
Section 3 creates a statutory presumption in favor of approval of an export application,
and the Department must grant the requested export extensi n unless it determines the
presumption is overcome by evidence in the record of the p oceeding that the proposed export
will not be consistent with the public interest.W Opponents of an application bear the burden of
overcoming this presumption.W Although the Department onsiders each application de novo,
the burden is heavy here in view of the particular cµ-cum

ces of this long, and until now

uncontested, export.
In addition, the plenary authority conferred on the epartment by section 3 provides the
administrative flexibility necessary to protect sometimes co

icting public interests..W We are

guided in making this public interest determination by DO Delegation Order No. 0204-111.@

42/
In Panhandle Producers and Royalty Owners Association v.
, 822 F. 2d 1105, 1111 (D.C. Cir. 1987),
the court found section 3 of the NGA "requires an affirmative showing of inconsistency with the public interest to
deny an application" and that a "presumption favoring ...authoriz.ation.. is completely consistent with, if not mandated
by, the statutory directive." See also Independent Petroleum Associati n v. ERA, 870 F. 2d 168, 172 (5th Cir.
1989); Panhandle Producers and Royalty Owners Association v. ERA, 47 F. 2d 1168, 1176 ((5th Cir. 1988).
43/

Id

44/
See Distrigas Corporation v. FPC, 495 F. 2d 1057, 1064 (D.. Cir. 1974), cerh denied, 419 U.S. 834
(1974). The court made clear the power under section 3 of the NGA e tends equally to?imports and exports. 495 F.
2d at 1063; see also Border Pipe Line Comparzy v. FPC, 171 F. 2d 149 (1948).
45/
In granting the Assistant Secretary of FE the NGA authority o er natural gas imports and exports, the
Secretary directed the Assistant Secretary to exercise this authority in ccordance with the policies and practices that
the ERA followed in regulating natural gas imports and exports under elegation .Order No. 0204-111. Thus, while
the Assistant Secretary is granted the NGA authority entirely by Deleg tion Order 0204-127, the exercise of this
authority takes into account the same factors prescribed by the Secre
for consideration by ERA under Delegation
(continued...)
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This Order designates domestic need for the natural gas pro osed to be exported as the only
explicit criterion that must be considered in determining the public interest. In addition to
domestic need, DOE considers other factors to the extent th y are shown to be relevant to the
public interest determination. Furthermore, in evaluating e

orts, DOE is mindful of the broad

energy policy principles set forth in the Secretary's natural as import policy guidelines.W The
guidelines established a policy of minimizing Federal contr 1 and involvement in the natural gas
market based on the premise the market, not government, s ould determine energy contract
terms. While those guidelines deal specifically with import , the principles are applicable to
exports as well. 471
Finally, the extensive record in this proceeding is c

prised of the initial filings and

those made in response to the additional procedures extend d by DOE, the analyses included
with the filings, the largely governmental studies to and up n which these filings and analyses
refer and rely, and other published studies. We have revie ed this record thoroughly and our
decision in this Order is based upon it.

A.

Regional Need
1.

Supply
a.

Introduction

(... continued)
Order'.No. 0204-111(49 Fed. Reg. 6690, February 22, 1984).
~

See 49 Fed. Reg. 6684, February 22, 1984.

47/

See Yukon Pacific, supra note 2, 1 FE ,r 70,259 at 71,12.8.
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In order to determine whether there is a regional nee for the natural gas proposed to be
exported, the available supply of gas is a paramount issue,

d has been addressed by the parties

to this proceeding.481 The Applicants maintain there ares

cient supplies of natural gas for both

domestic and foreign markets during the requested export e ension period. The Protestors argue
granting the extension of the LNG export project for an ad tional five years will lead to supply
shortfalls in the local market. In evaluating the issue of sup ly, DOE focused on conventional
natural gas supplies found in the Cook Inlet area. However the Order also briefly discusses the
enormous potential for additional (Alaska North Slope and

conventional) gas supplies.

As noted above, the Department has carefully revie ed the Cook Inlet natural gas supply
forecasts submitted, cited, or relied upon by the parties to
other published supply studies referenced

mthe Order and

·s proceeding, as well as various
ade part of the record. The natural

gas resource estimates submitted by the Applicants and Pro estors used or referred to other
estimates prepared by the Colorado School of Mines Potent al Gas Committee (PGC), the United
States Geological Survey (USGS), the Energy Information dministration (BIA), the Minerals
Management Service (MMS), and the Alaska Department o Natural Resources (ADNR). The
resource estimates included in the record all utilized approa hes that employed sound petroleum
engineering principles and methodologies. Reserves can b estimated by many methods, and
there may not be a consensus on which method is best to a ply to an individual reservoir.
Depending upon the data available and the degree of deple on for each nlervoir, at least one of
the following methodologies was used in the various analy es of Cook Inlet reservoirs:

48/
In view of the geographic isolation of Alaska and the Cook et area from the rest of the United States, the
Applicants asserted the question of general domestic or national need as not relevant. No intervenor challenged
this assertion, and DOE concurs in it. Therefore, regional need is the ly relevant need consideration.
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volumetric,~ material balance,~ decline curve,511 and analo

.gJ

The estimates sometimes

employ different terms in specifying categories of resources Both private and public data were
used to varying degrees by the estimating organizations.
primarily public data, whereas Unocal, PGC, USGS, EIA,

Applicants and ENSTAR used
d the MMS have utilized substantial

proprietary, as well as public, data.
To assist the reader in understanding the natural gas upply analysis in this Order, DOE
compiled in Appendix A an alphabetical listing of natural g

reserves and resources categories

and other terminology used in the various natural gas forec ts and assessments. Table 1 on the
next page is a summation of the natural gas reserves and res urces assessments made by the
parties, as well as ADNR, EIA, PGC, MMS, and USGS. T ble 1 also shows DOE's total natural
gas resource estimate based on its findings in this Order. A discussed below and in Appendix
A, not all of the parties or organizations represented on Ta le 1 made estimates in every natural
gas resource category, in which instance Table 1 inserts "NA" (for not applicable). ADNR and
EIA, for example, estimate natural gas reserves, but not un iscovered possible resources, while
PGC, MMS, and USGS estimate possible resources, but no proved reserves. However, the

49/
A volumetric analysis considers the following reservoir eleme ts in estimating reserves: area, thickness,
water saturation, porosity, reservoir temperature, and reservoir pressur .
f:~,,..,

50/
The material balance approach compares changes in reservoir pressure to cumtilative production in order to
extrapolate an estimate of the amount of production that can be expect d before assumed abandonment pressure is
achieved.

ill

Decline curve analysis plots production rates of a gas well or
recovery.

oup of wells against time to predict ultimate

S},/
Analogy or analog analysis estimates the quantity of gas con ined in an individual reservoir by comparing
it to other nearby reservoirs which are similar in structure and provide likely pattern of development.
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Department has made estimates of the total natural gas reso ces available during the extension
period for each category of natural gas.
Reserve estimates are based ~n interpretations of ge logic and/or engineering data
available at the time the estimates are made. Such estimate are inherently uncertain due to the
nature of geological and engineering data, and the uncertain

of future technological

developments and hydrocarbon prices. Thus, the determina ion of reserve estimates over the life
of a typical field are routinely revised, as additional geologi , engineering, and performance data
are obtained in the production and depletion of a field. Res rve estimates are also often modified
as a result of changing economic conditions.
In general, reserve estimates are revised substantial! upward over time as demand for gas
increases and new exploration and development technologi s become available.~ The most
common factors taken into account by revised reserve est' ates include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

m

Reservoir performance and pressure data
Continued development drilling
Advanced reservoir stimulation-fracturing,
Compression installation
Artificial lift installation
Secondary recovery operations
Operating economics - prices, costs, taxes
Regulatory changes
Improved seismic technology
Improved well completion

idizing

See, e.g., Emil D. Attanasi and David H. Root, The Enigma o Oil and Gas Field Growth, The American
Association of Petroleum Geologists Bulletin (AAPGB), Vol. 78, No. , March 1994, 321-332; Root and Richard F.
Mast, Future Growth ofKnown Oil and Gas Fields, AAPGB, Vol. 77, o. 3, March 1993, 479-484; 1995 National
Assessment of United States Oil and Gas Resources, USGS Circular 1 18, 9; Importance ofReserve Growth to the
Nation's Supply ofNatural Gas, USGS Fact Sheet FS-202-96. See al o U.S. Crude Oil, Natural Gas, and Natural
Gas Liquids Reserves, 1997 Annual Report (December 1998), DOE/E -0216(97).
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These factors may materially affect both the estimates ofhy ocarbons in-place and ultimate
recovery.
Without any significant exploration activities in Cp k Inlet since 1980, reserves have
nonetheless continued to increase through reserve growth · existing fields. The amount of
reserve~ growth can be determined, using data compiled by ADNR, by comparing the proved
reserves at the beginning of 1980 (3,544 Be~ with 6,730 cf, which is the total of proved
reserves (3,066 Bet) on January 1, 1998,~ plus cumulative roduction through 1997 (3,664
Bcf).561 This comparison shows an increase of over 3 Tcf o proved reserves through reserve
growth in the 17 years and confirms that reserve growth in ook Inlet mirrors the historical trend
in reserve growth. fill Furthermore, this provides evidence r serves tend to increase over time,
even without additional exploration, due to various factors, including those identified above.
b.

The Applicants

The Applicants maintain they have demonstrated,

ough submitted studies, there are

sufficient supplies of natural gas in the Cook Inlet area to

eet the projected demand for both

Alaska and theµ- LNG export market through 2009.
The reserve estimates submitted by the Applicants

ere prepared by Schlumberger

GeoQuest Reservoir Technologies (GeoQuest).~ Reserve , as well as potential resource~, were

~

See Resource Decisions, Appendix C tci the Application, at 4 .

W

See ADNR, Historical and Projected Oil and Gas Consumpti n (April 1998), at 4.

56/

Id at 25-27. The 3,664 Bcf is the sum ofnet Cook Inlet na

57/

See supra note 53.

W

Supra note 36.

lif

al gas production from 1980 through 1997.
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also discussed by Resources Decisions and Northern Econo ·cs (Resource Decisions), the
Applicants' other contractor.~ The Applicants' submissio

also contain comprehensive

discussions of the analytical methods they used and rebuttal to the Protestors' comments. The
proved reserve estimates submitted by the Applicants were ·gher than any others in the record
for each category of proved reserves. The valuation metho s employed (volumetrics and
analogy, material balance calculations, and production per£ rmance extrapolation) adhere to
generally recognized engineering standards.
GeoQuest did not have access to any proprietary in£ rmation of the Applicants, but relied
solely on publicly available data to assess proved develope and proved undeveloped reserves.
Of the reserve estimates in the record, the GeoQuest study

sulted in the highest values for

proved undeveloped reserves, a category in which GeoQue t included behind pipe reserves and
reserves from additional compression. The report prepared by Resource Decisions compared the
GeoQuest values for proved developed reserves to those e · ated by ADNR. The report
concluded there were no major differences.
The Applicants discuss the PGC estimates of possi le and speculative resources, but do
not include these categories in their resource estimates. Ho ever, the Applicants do use the PGC
50 percent probability estimate for probable resources in th ir determination of potential
resources ..W The Applicants' Resource Decisions report di cusses two cases as of January 1996:
an "Expected Supply Case" and an "Unfavorable Supply C se". The Exp~cted Supply Case uses

W

Id.·

60/
See Potential Gas Committee (PGC), Potential Supply ofNa al Gas in the United States (December 31,
1996). In estimating probable resources, PGC adjusts its estimates in rsely with the likelihood, expressed in
percentages, of recovery. Therefore, the amount of the probable reso ces estimate decreases as the likelihood of
recovery increases.
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the GeoQuest values for proved developed (2,928 Bc:t)fil'

d proved undeveloped (859 Bcf)W

reserves and then adds the PGC 50 percent probability e · ate of probable resources (1,050
Bci}W for a total of 4,837 Bcf. The Unfavorable Supply C e uses the ADNR proved developed
reserves (2,784 Bc:l:)M' plus the GeoQuest proved undevelop d (859 Be~ reserves along with
the PGC's 100 percent probability estimate of 600 Be~' fo a total of 4,243 Bcf.
For purposes ofDOE's analysis in this Order, the A plicants' estimates were reduced by
historical production to develop a January 1, 1998, value.fill The resulting reserve and resource
estimates for the Applicants' expected case are 3,349 Bcf fi r proved reserves and 600 Bcf for
probable resources. Thus, the expected total gas supply est mated by the Applicants is 3,949.4
Bcf as of January 1, 1998 (Table 1, Column A).

c.

The Protestors

ENSTAR and Unocal provided analyses of the na

al gas supplies in the Cook Inlet.

Aurora did not submit separate reserve/resource studies.

61/

Appendix D to the Application at 2-1.

62/

Id at 2-2.

63/
Supra note 60, Table 55 at 104-105. The 1050 Bcf is the to of 650 Bcf (probable, most likely supply
from Cook Inlet-Susitna) at 104, and 400 Bcf (probable, most likely s pply from Cook Inlet offshore) at 105.

Supra note 61, at4-5.
@

Id at2-2.

&

Supra note 60. The 600 Bcf is the total of 400 Bcf (minim
probable supply from Cook Inlet-Susitna) at
104, and 200 Bcf (minimum probable supply from Cook Inlet offshor ) at 105.

67I
As noted above, reserves historically tend to increase over f e, so subtracting historic production from an
earlier reserve estimate results in a conservative reserve estimate.

e
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i. ENSTAR
ENSTAR commissioned studies by Malkewicz Hue · Associates (MHA) and James E.
Eason (Eason) to determine Cook Inlet natural gas reserves and reserve additions anticipated
from new discoveries through 2009.§!Y MHA relied on info

ation and data obtained from

public r~cords to generate its reserve estimates and utilized

aterial balance, volumetric, and

decline curve analyses, in combination or separately, to ev uate the reserves for four of the
largest fields in the Cook Inlet area. Those fields were the orth Cook Inlet Unit, Beluga River,
Kenai, and Beaver Creek Fields. MHA accepted the Appli ants' reserve estimates for the
McArthur River and Swanson River Hemlock Fields, as w 11 as for certain undeveloped reserves.
Most of the remaining Cook Inlet fields were analyzed bas d on material balance and decline
curve methodologies.
The MHA analysis concluded the Cook Inlet fields ontain 2,436.1 Bcf of proved gas
reserves as of January 1, 1998.§21 This proved reserve vol

e can be further subdivided into

2,150.2 Bcfof developed reserve$ and 285.9 Bcf ofundev loped reserves ..W The total proved
reserves are significantly below the reserves estimated by

e Applicants. The wide disparity in

the estimates results from MHA's conclusion several ofth key reservoirs of the larger fields
have water influx (movement of water into the reservoir) a their drive mechanisms. Water
influx, MHA concluded, allows several of the Cook Inlet r servoirs to maintain pressure, in turn
overstating the volume of gas in place. This conclusion · ectly affects ~th the volume of

68/ .

Supra notes 23 and 24.

69/

Supra note 23, at 9.

70/

Id
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MHA's reserves estimates and the classification of those res rves. MHA's proved reserve
estimates, both developed and undeveloped, are substantial! lower than other estimates in the
record. The primary reason for this is the lower recovery e 1ciency expected for water drive
reservoirs compared to a reservoir produced through pressur depletion.
Furthermore, reserves classified as proved in other

alyses have been classified as

unproved probable and unproved possible by MHA. For ·
recompletions in the Beluga formation of the Kenai Field w uld contain significant risk due to
water influx, and MHA therefore classified this type of rese e as probable rather than proved
undeveloped. MHA determined no recompletion potential xists in some of the reservoirs that
may be already watered out or pressure depleted. Thus, so e behind pipe reserves were omitted
completely. Similarly, for the Tyonek Deep Reservoir in

Kenai Field, MHA concluded

completion of additional wells will yield only accelerated p oduction rather than any incremental
reserves. The net effect is an overall reduction in the rese e estimates in all reserve categories.
As a result of its assumptions with respect to the pr duction drive mechanism of the Cook
Inlet reservoirs, MHA only classified 351.8 Bcf as unprove probable reserves (Table 1,

Column E). This volume is comprised primarily of reserv s attributed to the North Cook Inlet
Unit, which are likely to be produced if the hypothesized

ter drive proved to be much weaker

than expected. Only a relatively minor volume of probabl reserves are attributed to any of the
other Cook Inlet fields as a result of reserve growth.

tt

The Eason study, a companion to the MHA reserve evaluation, assesses the potential
reserve additions from undiscovered resources in the Cook Inlet. Eason's approach consisted of
a review of exploration activities in the Cook Inlet and a li erature review of published
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assessments of the potential undiscovered resources, includi g those prepared by the PGC,
ADNR, USGS, and MMS. The Eason study eventually sett ed on the USGS undiscovered
resources assessment as the basis for its estimate. However Eason adjusted the USGS estimates
to account for economics and the timing of discovery and d velopment.
The USGS undiscovered resources assessment cons ders 738 Bcf of non-associated and
647 Bcf of associated gas resources to be technically recov able in the Cook Inlet (Table 1,
Column H).w The USGS further estimates the volume of ese resources that can be

. economically recoverable at a $2.00/Mcf gas price to be 12 Bcf (non-associated) and 321 Bcf
(associated), for a total of 441 Bcf (Table 1, Column H).

e Eason study gives full credit to

the potential for the economically recoverable nori-associat d gas to be developed and added to
the area's gas supply by the year 2009. With respect to the potential economically recoverable
associated gas resources, Eason reduced the USGS estimat by 70 percent based on a relationship
developed from historical data which to Eason indicated o y an average of 30 percent of the
total cumulative associated gas from Cook Inlet oil fields

as produced during the first six years

of production. Thus, the 321 Bcfwas reduced to 96 Bcfto reflect this timing relationship.
Eason characterizes the combined associated and non-asso iated gas resources of 216 Bcf as a
reasonable ''upside" potential for reserve additions from

discovered fields in the Cook Inlet by

the year 2009 (Table 1, Column E).

71/
Emil D. Attanasi and Ken J. Bird, Economics and Undiscov ed Conventional Oil and Gas Accumulations
in the 1995 National Assessment of U.S. Oil and Gas Resources: Alas (September 1996), USGS Open File Report
95-75-J, at 35.
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Finally, by combining MHA's estimates of2,436.1

cf in proved reserves and 351.8 Bcf

in unproved probable reserves, with Eason' s 216 Bcf estim e of undiscovered reserves,
ENSTAR' s total gas supply estimate is 3,003.9 Bcf as of J uary 1, 1998 (Table 1, Column E).
ii. Unocal
Unocal's discussions of gas reserves and resources · eluded a comparison of all the
estimates in the record, estimates which Unocal updated to anuary 1, 1998, by subtracting out
historical 1996 and estimated 1997 production.W
Unocal' s proved reserves estimate is a combination f internal reserve estimates for the
fields it operates, an analysis of the State of Alaska public· ormation for select, major nonUnocal fields, and the ADNR estimates for the remainder o the non-Unocal operated fields.
Unocal stated it applied a 1.00 risk factor to its estimates o proved reserves and a 0.50 risk factor
to its estimates of unproved probable reserves. Unocal rec gnized a significant contribution to
reserves could be expected from reserve growth and electe to use the PGC "Most Likely"
estimate, 1,050 Bcf as ofDecember 31, 1996, for this purp se.
Unocal then adjusted the 1996 PGC "Most Likely" estimate of 1,050 Bcffor unproved
non-associated reserves to take into account unproved rese es that were reclassified as proved
reserves through reserve growth during 1996 and 1997. (

e inclusion of 1996 reserve growth is

a questionable adjustment since the PGC "Most Likely" e imate was already current as of
December 31, 1996.) Thus, it attributed 933 Bcfto reserv growth as of~uary 1, 1998 (Table
1, Column D). Of this volume, Unocal projected that 442 Bcf could be produced by 2009

72/
See Unocal's December 22, 1997, Initial Comments; see als. Reply Comments of Unocal Oil Company of
California, filed February 5, 1998.
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(Table 1, Column D). Unocal estimated 130 Bcf of undisc vered field potential may be

discovered by 2009 (Table 1, Column D). Unocal's metho ology for determining these new or
undiscovered resources reflected an adjustment of the medi

USGS estimate for technically

recoverable, non-associated gas from 432 to 130 Bcfbased nits assumptions regarding timing
and drilling activity.W
When Unocal added 2,804 Bcf of proved reserves,

e Unocal-adjusted PGC "Most

Likely" estimate for total unproved reserves of 933 Bcf, an the undiscovered resource of 432
Bcf, the Unocal total gas supply is stated as 4,169 Bcf, whi h it noted is higher than that claimed
by the Applicants. This estimate does not include any asso iated gas except in the proved
reserves category. However, if the "timing" issue is consi ered, which Unocal views as
imperative, a different picture emerges. To address the tim· g issue, Unocal added 2,804 Bcf of
proved reserves, the Unocal-adjusted PGC "Most Likely" stimate for unproved reserves of 442
Bcfwhich will be produced by 2009, and undiscovered"· ed" (i.e., economically recoverable)
resource of130 Bcf. Under this scenario, Unocal estimate a total resource potential of 3,376
Bcfto be available during the five-year export extension p riod (Table 1, Column D),

significantly lower than its 4,169 Bcf estimate of the total as supply.

d.

Findings

Our determination on the issue of total, recoverabl gas supply available over the course

of the requested extension period follows a thorough revie
including data in the (1) studies submitted by all of the p

of the exte~e record in this case,
·es~ studies which in furn use (2) a

variety of reports by Federal, State, and other agencies an organizations, as well as (3) other

']]/

Id
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published reports. Appendix B includes brief descriptions o documents/reports on this subject
prepared by ADNR, EIA, PGC, USGS, and MMS. Attache to Appendix B are two tables
providing proved reserves estimates as of January 1, 1996,

d January 1, 1998 (Tables B-1 and

B-2). Appendix C is a USGS summary of published USGS estimates of Cook Inlet reserves.
ENSTAR and Unocal raised supply-related questio

primarily regarding water influx

and associated gas. The Department considered these two is ues carefully. As noted above,
ENSTAR's water influx issue is the one which produces the greatest disparity in reserve
estimates. We believe the reservoirs are compartmentalized and too discontinuous to permit a
significant water drive to exist, and conclude water influx is not and will not be a major factqr in
reservoir performance.'.MI Given the discontinuous nature o the Cook Inlet reservoirs, the
Department finds the relatively minor observed water prod ction in various Cook Inlet gas fields
is not indicative of contact with an unlimited aquifer. Rath r, it may be due to the mobility of
interstitial water from changes in relative permeability, pro uction from behind pipe as a result of
poor completion jobs, and, to a much lesser extent, from. co densation of bound water vapor and
production from isolated water pockets. Therefore, DOE d es not accept MHA's proved reserve
estimates based on its water influx analysis.

1A/

Theoretically, DOE agrees reservoirs supported by a water ve production mechanism cannot be analyzed
in the same manner as a strictly volumetric or closed reservoir that is p oduced through pressure depletion. Material
balance calculations yield accurate reserve estimates when applied ap opriately to volumetric reservoirs. However,
when water drive, or influx, is present, the encroaching water also sup· lies energy to ~e reservoir, thereby reducing
the rate of pressure depletion. In these circumstances, a material bal ce analysis of the reservoir tends to overstate
reserves because the water influx energy is mistaken for a larger vol e of gas in place.
In such situations, where water influx has been identified thr ugh geologic and/or production evidence,
DOE believes the material balance approach can still be useful provid d appropriate modifications are made to the
analysis. Additionally, if water influx is present, water will eventuall find its way to the producing well bores. This
will require higher pressures to lift water and thus result in either high abandonment pressures for the reservoirs or
increased lifting and.water handling costs. In other words, for any res rvoir subject to water influx, recovery
efficiencies (and hence, reserves) will be lower than for a reservoir pr duced through pressure depletion.
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With respect to associated gas, Unocal did not inclu

associated gas in its supply

estimate, contending associated gas is not available for prod ction since it is often reinjected to
optimize oil production. DOE considers associated gas a p

of the entire resource base that will

eventually be produced at the end of the oil production peri d, as well as during gas cap blowdown. Thus, availability of associated gas is a matter off · g and economics, rather than the
volume of available resource.

Table 1 shows proved gas reserve assessments for ook Inlet as of January 1, 1998,
prepared by the Applicants (GeoQuest), ADNR, EIA, Unoc , and ENSTAR (MHA). With the
exception of the Applicants' and ENSTAR's estimates, the eserve assessments fall within a
relatively narrowband around 3,000 Bcf. The MHA assess ent of2,436.1 Bcfis based on its
water-influx analysis which DOE has rejected. The Applic ts' assessment of 3,349.4 Bcf is
about 12 percent higher than the median. Reserve assessm nts are not exercises in taking
inventory, but rather estimates based on the available kno

edge of reserve characteristics.

Therefore, it is not unusual to find, and DOE is not surpris d by, differences in the reserve
assessments. On the contrary, what is significant is the uni ormity, particularly in the ADNR,
EIA, and Unocal assessments.
We used the ADNR proved reserves estimate in o

estimate of the Cook Inlet gas supply

for the export extension period. The most recent ADNR e timates of hydrocarbon reserves are
included in its annual update (published in April 1998) of report entitl;d Historical and
\~

Projected Oil and Gas Consumption. This report provide an independent, unbiased estimate of
proved reserves. All Cook Inlet reserves are on State land with the exception of Swanson River,
Beaver Creek and Birch Hill Fields and parts of Beluga · er, Kenai and Cannery Loop Fields.
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The State's royalty reserves are calculated by multiplying e h field's reserves times the State's
interest in the field. As a result, the State seeks accurate rese e estimates to ensure its planning
efforts are directed appropriately. Therefore, DOE believes· is reasonable to rely on the
ADNR' s proved reserve determination of 3,066 Bcf as of J uary 1, 1998, for the Cook Inlet area
as an accurate, impartial estimate of proved reserves (Table , Column B).
The ADNR proved reserve estimate is confirmed by

e EIA assessment 2,957 Bcf of

non-associated gas reserves as of December 31, 1997.TJ/ EI does not report the amount of
associated gas reserves for the Cook Inlet; however, we ac
minor. Furthermore, we have assumed all non-associated g

owledge the volume is relatively
reported by EIA is located in the

Cook Inlet area. As explained in Unocal's February 5, 1998 filing, the EIA field-by-field reserve
estimates are filed on a confidential basis by producers in c mpliance with Security and
Exchange Commission requirements, and, therefore, the E

data can be assumed to be credible.

Moreover, EIA is an independent analytical and statistical

ency within DOE whose estimates

have been cited or relied upon by the parties in the case, an it is appropriate for DOE to rely on
EIA's expertise in making decisions on available gas suppli s. The aggregate EIA data
corroborate the ADNR estimates. Comparison of the EIA on-associated proved reserve
estimate (2,957 Bet) to the ADNR estimate (3,066 Bet) ill strates this point (an approximate
difference of l~ss than 4 percent).
DOE's natural gas resource estimate adds to the
estimates for probable reserve growth and for the potential economically recoverable gas from
undiscovered fields. USGS, like ADNR, is an independen , unbiased, governmental agency

75/

See EIA's December 1998 report, supra note 53, Table 10 at 2.
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whose estimates have been cited and relied upon by the part' es in the case. The USGS estimate
for probable associated and non-associated reserve growth,

(Table 1, Column H).w The economically recoverable g

adjusted by DOE, is 1,038 Bcf
from undiscovered fields is 441 Bcf

based on a gas price of $2.00/Mcf for the Cook Inlet (Table 1, Column H). EIA projects a
lower-48 States wellhead price of $2.27 per Mcf for natural as in the year 2009. While EIA
does not publish a price for the Cook Inlet, these prices hav been historically less than the
average lower-48 States price and, therefore, a price of $2.0 per Mcf for the Cook Inlet is
assumed to be a reasonable forecast.
By combining the ADNR proved reserve estimate o 3,066 Bcf with the USGS probable
reserve growth estimate of 1,038 Bcf, as well as.the USGS stimate of 441 Bcffor recoverable
gas from undiscovered fields (based on a price of $2.00/M

, DOE estimates the total volume of

natural gas reserves and resources available to be produced in the Cook Inlet area between 1998
and 2009 is 4,545 Bcf (Table 1, Column 1).111
lfl addition to the conventional gas resources discus ed above, DOE considered other

potential sources of natural gas available to southcentral
demonstrates there are more than sufficient conventional g

aska. Because the record
supplies, DOE did not include these

other potential gas sources in its aggregate resource estima es or rely on them in reaching its
decision in this Order, but they represent significant, pote ·al sources of future supplies. As

For the derivation of this number, see Appendix B to the Or rat 5.
77/
DOE is aware combining proved reserve estimates with unpr ved resource estimates for aggregate figures,
when there are different levels of certainty associated with each categ ry, could create a false sense of certainty
regarding the unproved resources. See the Society of Petroleum Eng· eers (SPE)/World Petroleum Congress (WPC)
standards, cited in the ENSTARIMHA report, supra note 23, at 12. owever, it is appropriate to do so in this
instance because the purpose of this evaluation is to determine the to l volume of resources expected to be available
in the Cook Inlet area through 2009.
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discussed below, perhaps the most important of these are the Cook Inlet coal resources with their
potential for the production of coalbed methane.
Commercial production of gas from coal is a relative y new development. Only a decade
ago supplies of coalbed methane were virtually nonexistent. Today, coalbed formations
contribute more than. J Tcf or roughly six percent of dry gas production in the lower-48 States.'.&
Although coalb~d methane is not yet commercially produce in Alaska, various studies indicate
this source of supply is a viable alternative given the right

arket incentives. One

comprehensive study on the potential of Alaska coalbed me ane concluded Alaska coal could
contain up to 1,000 Tcf of natural gas.221 Another study of oalbeds in the Cook Inlet area by the
USGS estimates bituminous coal at shallow depths and the

ethane gas problems associated

with mining combine to make the area a high prospect for c albed methane production.fil!I The
Cook Inlet area has in excess of 1.5 trillion short tons of co , and the properties of the coal are
very similar to those of Wyoming's Powder River Basin, w ere commercial production of
methane has already been established.fill
The relatively low prices for natural gas in the Coo Inlet area seem to have been the
main reason for the lack of interest in the exploration and

velopment of the coalbed methane

resource. However, the prospects for commercial producti n of coalbed methane in the Cook

w

EIA's December 1998 report, note 53, at 34-35.

79/

T.N. Smith, ADNR, Coalbed Methane Potential and Drillin Results for the Upper Cook Inlet Basin (May

1995).

80/

B.F. Barnes and T.G. Payne, The Wishbone Hill District, Ma anuska Coal Field, Alaska, USGS Bulletin

1016.

W

Supra note 79, at 4.
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Inlet area appear to have improved significantly in light of · ustry activities over the past couple
of years. In fact, there are increasing signs that production o coalbed methane in the Cook Inlet
area may occur in the not so distant future. In this regard, w note the March 1998 ADNR
approval of a Unocal-sponsored unit agreement for the expl ration and identification of Cook
Inlet coalbed me~e ..!W This unit contains an estimated 3.6 Tcf of coalbed gas in place, which,
at a 40 percent recovery rate, is equivalent to potential rese es of 1.4 Tcf.W
Another possible source of Cook Inlet gas supplies

every low permeability, tight sand

formations. They are known to exist, but are not practical :6 r commercial development at this
time, given the greater potential from coalbed methane.
Finally, the Alaska North Slope contains in excess o an estimated 26 Tcf of recoverable
natural gas. 841 A pipeline carrying North Slope gas to the C

k Inlet area has been proposed, but

may not be completed before 2009.851 However, during 199 and 1998 Alaska enacted

On March 31, 1998, ADNR approved Unocal's Pioneer Unit greement, which covers 72,605 acres located
in the northeastern comer of the Cook Inlet Basin near the towns of Ho ton and Wasilla. Unocal anticipates initial
testing of three unit wells will be completed by September 1999 and
long-term testing will be completed by
March 2001.

'fl}

ll'

The Funding Challenge, PETROLEUM NEWS ALASKA, Novem er 30-December 28, 1998, Vol. 3, No. 11.
The area is said to have extensive infrastructure, to be accessible to dri ling and within five miles of a 20-inch
pipeline. In another Cook Inlet coalbed methane project, GRI Inc. rec ntly drilled four wells near the town of
Houston expecting to find 80 feet of coal in a 2,000-foot well, but ac lly found a 200-foot coal seam. As a result
of this success, GRI is expanding its drilling program. GR! Pleased w h Houston Results, PETROLEUM NEWS
ALASKA, October 26-November 29, 1998, Vol. 3, No. 10, at 10.
fQ
Ml
Alaska North Slope gas refers to natural gas derived from the area of the State'of Alaska north of the
Brooks Range, including the continental shelf of the United States un r the Beaufort Sea.

W

See supra note 2. On April 17, 1998, the Federal Energy Re latory Commission (FERC) granted a motion
filed by Yukon Pacific on March 17, 1998, to extend through May 22, 2001, the time within which Yukon Pacific
may commence construction of its LNG export facilities at Anderson ay, Port Valdez, Alaska, authorized by FERC
in Docket No. CP88-105-000. This LNG plant would liquefy natural as received from Yukon Pacific's proposed
800-mile pipeline (TAGS) originating on the North Slope.
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legislation designed to improve the economic feasibility an competitiveness of a North Slope
gas project.861
Although the Alaska North Slope and unconvention gas resources have vast potential,
and the above-referenced legislative and drilling initiatives emonstrate the considerable interest
in developing these resources, DOE did not include them in its supply estimate for this Order.
.They were omitted in part because it is unclear how signific tly they might contribute to natural
gas supply in the Cook Inlet area during the five-year exte ion period, but, more important,
because the available supply of conventional gas is sufficie t to meet both domestic and export
demand.

2.

Cook Inlet Natural Gas Demand
a.

Introduction

In order to assess anticipated demand for regional g
· 2009 extension, the Department considered historical cons

supplies during the proposed 2004ption data for the Cook Inlet area

and demand forecasts submitted by the parties and contain d in reports published by ADNR. In
this section DOE reviews these historical and projected de and figures. The projections are
inherently simplistic and understate the.complicated interd pendence between supply and
demand, a "chicken and egg" relationship noted in an AD

study by petroleum economist

86/
On June 18, 1998, the State passed the Alaska Stranded Gas evelopment Act, ALAsKA STAT.§ 43.82.010
et seq., which allows project sponsors to negotiate with the State thos terms and conditions over which the State has
control, including taxes, royalties, lease terms, and socioeconomic as istance. The State had previously established
the North Slope Commercialization Team to work with potential proj ct sponsors to identify and recommend
changes to State law to improve project feasibility. Seethe 1997 AL KASESS. LAWS CH. 76.

·e
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Daniel H. Zobrist (Zobrist report).!!ZI In the context of analy · g potential in-state demand for
Alaskan North Slope gas, the Zobrist report characterizes C ok Inlet demand as the driving force
behind Alaskan North Slope gas sales, while at the same f

e noting the interdependency of

actual Cook Inlet demand, the deliverability of Cook Inlet elds, current reserve levels, and the
success of exploration efforts.W

b.

The Applicants

The Applicants submitted a demand (and supply)

alysis prepared by Resource

Decisions.W Relying on 1995 demographic projections pre ared by the Institute of Social and·
Economic Research (ISER) at the University of Alaska in
estimated demand for Cook Inlet gas through 2009 for bo

chorage,2!!1 Resource Decisions
an expected (base) case and a

pessimistic (high demand) case.911
The Resource Decisions expected case scenario sho · s annual gas demand reaching
204.87 Bcf in 1998 and then declining slightly over the ne

eleven years to 201 Bcf in 2009.

This is an overall decline of about 3 .9 Bcf, or almost 2 per ent. Under this scenario; demand for
both electricity generation and gas utilities grows by 15 .6 .ercent over the forecast period. This

'§1/
See The Potential In-State Demandfor Alaska North Slope
RIK/RIV Committee of the North Slope Gas Commercialization T

(October 1, 1997), prepared for the
, at 1. The published Zobrist report is
referenced in the Reply Comments ofPhillips Alaska Natural Gas Co oration and Marathon Oil Company to
Initial Comments ofENSTAR Natural Gas Company, Union Oil Com any of California, and Aurora Power
Resources, Inc., filed February 5, 1998, note 47 at 22. See also Julius and Mashayekhi, supra note 29, Part IV.
Id.
89/

Supra note 36.

'lJl/

ISER, Economic Projections: Alaska and the Southern Railb It 1995-2025 (1995). The study originally
was prepared for Chugach Electric Association to assist in its long-te planning.

211

See supra note 36, Tables 3-6 and 3-7 at 3-14. The Applic ts maintain no significant economic or
demographic changes have occurred to affect the validity of the two recasts.
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forecast does not anticipate any new large projects .and cons

ption by both the LNG and

fertilizer plants, the two largest demand sectors, remains co tant during the entire forecast
period. However, Resource Decisions predicts gas use in fi ld operations will decline
substantially as a result of oil field depletion (from 12.71 B

in 1998 to zero by 2007). Under

the expected case forecast, cumulative natural gas demand om 1998 through 2009 is 2,424 Bcf.
The biggest difference between the Resource Decisi ns expected and pessimistic demand
forecasts is the growth in natural gas demand for both elec city generation and gas utilities (a
combined 39.5 percent over the forecast period), an increas attributed to population and
economic growth. The pessimistic demand scenario also e idences a slower decline in annual
consumption for field operations (declining from 14.16 Bcf in 1998 to 5.17 Bcfby 2009) .. Under
the pessimistic demana forecast, cumulative natural gas de and from 1998 through 2009 is
2,613 Bcf.
c.

The Protestors

ENSTAR retained ISER to prepare gas demand pro ections.W ISER developed base,
high and low cases.W ENSTAR's base, or expected, dem d scenario for 1998-2009 is 2,631
Bcf.941 Annual gas consumption for power generation and y gas utilities is expected to increase

by 15.1 and 26.4 percent, respectively. Under this scenari , the only new use of gas in the

92/
ENSTAR was the only protestor to submit independent dem d projections. Unocal adopted the ENSTAR
demand projections. Aurora did not address demand separately.
\{
93/
See Motion to Intervene and Protest ofENSTAR Natural Gas Company, filed April 3, 1997, at 41-43 and
Table 7. A su]?sequent ISER analysis updated the forecasts. See Appe dix D to ENSTAR's December 22, 1997,
Comments, supra note 25. The Department is not considering ENST 'slow demand scenario in this analysis since
it is only marginally less than the base case.
94/
2009.

DOE adjusted the forecasts to extend consumption by the A licants' LNG plant through the 4th quarter of

C

•
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forecast period involves the trucking of LNG to Fairbanks.

·s project became operational in

April 1998 and ENSTAR projects it will increase total dem d by 3.15 Bcf in 2009. Gas
demand by the two largest users of Cook Inlet gas productio

the LNG plant and the ammonia-

urea fertilizer plant, is expected to experience no growth d

g this period. In addition,

ENSTAR forecasts a nearly 60 percent decline in gas used · field operations.
In the ENSTAR/ISER high demand scenario, cumul tive gas consumption from 1998
through 2009 totals 3,104 Bcf. Additional gas consumption in the high case is due primarily to
two new uses not reflected in ENSTAR's base case. The fir t use is in a proposed iron ore
reduction plant to be located near Tyonek, Alaska, and the s cond a proposal to provide gas in
the form of LNG to remote coastal communities in southeas Alaska. In addition to the two new
uses, the high demand case projects robust growth in dem d by the utility generation and gas
utilities categories.

d.

ADNR

As noted in the preceding supply section of this Ord r, the Division of Oil and Gas of the
ADNR prepares an annual report which provides historical

d projected oil and natural gas

demand data for the State of Alaska, including separate bre downs of the North Slope and the
Cook Inlet area. ADNR is the official State of Alaska agen y charged with making demand
projections. The Department therefore concluded it was ap ropriate to consider ADNR'.s
demand projections in its assessment of regional need, and as made ~ ' s projections part of ·
the record in this proceeding. The latest of these reports w

published in April 1998 and, like

e
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COOK INLET NATURAL AS DEMAND

D OOPLANT

I

GAS UlILlTIHS

I

D

AMMONIA-UIBAPLANT
JIIHLD OPHRATIDNS

Oi'HHRUSF.8

the demand forecasts submitted by the parties, takes into ace unt ISER economic and
demographic projections.~
ADNR's 1998 annual report provides a 1997 market rofile, illustrated above, for natural
gas production from Cook Inlet.

95/

ADNR April 1998 Report.

...
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Of the approximate 214 Bcf of gas consumed in 1997, 35 pe cent went to the Applicants' LNG
plant for combined fuel use and product; 24 percent was util ed by Unocal's ammonia-urea·
plant for combined fuel use and feedstock; 18 percent went t power generation; 12 percent was
sold to gas utilities; 8 percent was used in field operations ( as consumed in producing oil and
gas from Cook Inlet); and 3 percent to other uses.2w' The g usage breakdown by customer class
has remained relatively constant over the past twenty years,

e biggest change a steady but

modest increase in utility gas consumption (growing from 7 percent of total gas consumption in
1978 to 12 percent in 1997).21'
The usage breakdown is expected to remain constan through ADNR's forecast period
(1998-2008), with the exception of the LNG exports, which drop to zero after the first quarter of
2004 when the Applicants' current export authorization exp es.lm' For purposes of its demand
analysis in this docket, DOE adjusted the ADNR forecast t add gas consumed by the Applicants'
LNG plant during the extension period. We also extended 1uses through 2009, employing
ADNR's same trend lines, so that its consumption forecast ould be compared with the
projections provided by the Applicants and ENSTAR.
The ADNR projections show only modest growth · natural gas demand from 1998
through 2009, an increase, as adjusted by DOE, of appro · ately 12 Bcf, or slightly over 5
percent. Gas consumption by the power generation and g utility sector:i, is projected to
ti}

96/
Id., Table 6 at 36. Annual export deliveries of64.4 Bcfto Ja an require approximately 78 Bcffor LNG
plant feedstock and boil-off during shipping, infra at 41.
')JJ

Id, Table 6 at 34-36.

W

Id., Table 7B at 43.
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experience slow steady growth during the forecast period, b

the two largest users of Cook Inlet

gas production, the LNG and the ammonia-urea fertilizer pl ts, are not expected to experience
any growth. The only new use of gas in the ADNR forecast eriod is the LNG trucked to
Fairbanks, a use expected to consume no more than 0.5 Bcf
As adjusted and extended, the ADNR forecast of c

ually through the forecast period.
ulative natural gas demand for the

Cook Inlet area from 1998 through 2009 is 2,753 Bcf.

e.

Findings

As in our determination of total gas supply, DOE's etermination on the issue of total gas
· demand over the course of the requested extension period is based on the totality of the extensive
record compiled in this proceeding.
Table 2 on the next page shows, in ascending order, the cumulative demand projections

for the Applicants' expected and pessimistic cases, ENST

'S base case, ADNR' s forecast, and

ENSTAR's high case. The last column in Table 2 is DOE' demand estimate. DOE's estimate
is based on ENSTAR's high case with certain modificatio

discussed below. In general, the

Applicants assume no new uses for gas in either their exp ted or pessimistic cases; ADNR
assumes negligible consumption of LNG trucked into Fair anks; and ENSTAR assumes a more
rapid penetration of the Fairbanks market by LNG in its b e case and new LNG use in coastal
areas and consumption in a proposed new iron ore reductio plant in its high demand case.

e
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Table2
CUMULATIVE NATURAL GAS DEMAND PROJECTIONS

R SOUTHCENTRAL ALASKA

FOR THE YEARS 1998 - 2009
Applicants
Expected Case

Applicants
Pessimistic
Case

ADNR

ENSTAR
Base Case
(As Adjusted by DOE)

(As Adjusted
by DOE)

ENSTAR
High Case

DOE**

Power
Generation

433

484

457

469

522

522

Utility Gas*

344

386

385

395

442

442

LNG
Manufacturing

922

978

945

936

978

978

Urea
Manufacturing

648

648

656

660

656

656

78

116

125

224

176

176

New Uses

0

0

19

5

286

29

Unaccounted for

0

0

44

64

44

44

2,424

2,612

2,631

2,753

3,104

2,847

Field Operations

TOTAL

In the Applicants' analyses, utility gas for military use has been shifted to power generation to be consistent with the ENSTAR
categories.
DOE is using ENSTAR's pessimistic case adjusted to exclude gas usage. ttributed to the iron ore reduction plant and LNG sales
to coastal communities.

*
**

Regarding ENSTAR's high demand case, DOE agr s with the Applicants, and with
ADNR, the iron ore reduction plant and the proposal to pro ide LNG to coastal communities are
unlikely to materialize without long-term, low-priced con

ts.2W In any case, they are highly

speculative at this point and it is clearly not in the public in

est for the Department to consider

such speculative future uses of gas when making a decisio on extending an authorization for an
ongoing, long-established, actual use. After excluding the 59 Bcf attrihltable to the iron ore
',·'.

reduction plant and LNG use by coastal communities, the

~usted ENSTAR high demand case is

2,847 Bcf.
')!)I

See the Applicants' May 9, 1997, Answer at 96; see also Zob 'st, supra note 87, at 8.
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The adjusted ENSTAR estimate is higher than either

e Applicants' base or pessimistic

cases, as well as ADNR' s forecast, but still falls within a re onable range when compared to the
other demand estimates. Indeed, it is only 2.5 percent highe than ADNR's forecast. DOE found
all of the demand forecasts reasonable, and their close corre ondence is not surprising since
they were all based on ISER demographic projections ..

3.

Additional Regional Need Issues

As discussed previously in this Order, DOE estimate the total natural gas resources
available in the Cook Inlet area through the export extensio period to be 4,545 Bcf (Table 1~

Column I). Furthermore, DOE estimates total demand for as in Cook Inlet through 2009 to be
2,847 Def (Table 2, last column). Therefore, there are mor than adequate regional natural gas
supplies to meet the anticipated local and export demand.

owever, the Protestors raised a

number of issues which they claim will cause supply shortf: ls regardless of the total volume of
conventional gas resources available for production.
Some of these issues involve limitations on the phy ical ability of established Cook Inlet
fields to produce gas from reserves in sufficient quantities t meet demand and of the existing
gas infrastructure to deliver it. These are the so-called "del verability" (as opposed to resource
base) issues. In addition, the Protestors raised various eco omic/contractual issues which they
claim need to be considered in a regional need analysis.
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a.

Deliverability Constraints

The Applicants, Unocal, and ENSTAR submitted del verability forecasts which are
included in the record and described in Appendix D.m Th se deliverability forecasts rely,
consistent with widely accepted industry practice, on some

mbination of{l) calculated well

production capacities, derived from various pressure measur ments, (2) decline curve analysis,
and (3) material balance methodologies, to estimate Cook

et natural gas deliverability.

1011

The

forecasted supply shortfalls in these deliverability studies ar a function of (1) demand scenarios,
(2) proved reserves estimates, (3) additional gas resources

eyond proved reserves) assumed to

be available, and (4) the aggressiveness of the exploration

d development programs on which

the analyses rest. Gas demand projections and estimates of roved reserves are reasonably
consistent between the parties. The big disparity in the deli erability forecasts arises primarily
from the last two factors, i.e., differences in estimates ofth more speculative components of the
gas resource mix (reserve growth and undiscovered gas fl.el s), and in the parties' conclusions,
implicit or explicit, regarding the industry's incentives and bility to bring the gas on line to meet
demand.
In addition to the field production issues raised in

e deliverability forecasts, the

Protestors have asserted systems constraints (bottlenecks · gathering, processing, storage, or

100/

DOE also considered the ADNR/Zobrist report, supra note 8 .

101/
Unocal uses a system approach for its analysis. None of the arties' well capacity estimates take into
account flow restrictions introduced by surface facilities.
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transportation systems) "could constrain the capacity to fill emand," and should be considered
in a regional need analysis. 1021
As noted earlier, section 3 of the NGA creates a pres

ption in favor of approval of an

export application. 1631 In evaluating an export application, OE applies the principles described
in the Secretary's natural gas import policy guidelines104/ w 'ch presume the normal functioning
of the competitive market will benefit the public.
Regarding the field development and other infrastru ture constraints raised by the
Protestors, we agree with the Applicants that deliverability om what DOE has determined is an
"adequate reserve base is [ultimately] largely a function ... o competitive market forces.".wf DOE
believes that as (and if) gas markets further develop in Ala a, and economics and technology
support exploration and development, the Cook Inlet area' gas reserves and the corresponding
infrastructure will increase.~ This is exactly what has occ

ed in the lower-48 States this

decade when natural gas consumption increased by 17 per ent and marketed production
increased by six percent since 1990. In its May 1998 repo , EIA noted
[L]ower-48 gas reserves increased to 156 Tcf in 19 6, making the third
consecutive year of higher reserve levels although till slightly below the
1990 level of 160 Tcf. This recent trend is expecte to continue. Various

102/

Unocal's February 5, 1998, Comments at 46, and May 15, 1 98, Comments at 18.

1fil./

See supra note 42.

104/

See 49 Fed. Reg. 6684, February 22, 1984.

105/

The Applicant's February 5, 1998, Reply Comments, note 1 2, at 90.

106/
The oil embargoes of the 1970's illustrate the ability of the d mestic petroleum industry to respond to
market conditions with accelerated exploration and production activi . The embargoes put pressure on domestic
supplies and prices increased. The drilling rig count, as one measure f exploration and production activity,
increased rapidly from a low of about one 1,000 active rigs in the ear y 1970's to about 4,500 rigs in the year 1981
(see Baker Hughes North American Rotary Rig Counts).
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factors, such as improved well completions, advance stimulation
technology, and improved seismic technology, have lowed producers to
maximize gas output from existing fields, resulting · a decline in the ratio
of reserves to production since 1990)Jfl!
The arguments advanced by the Protestors, based on urrent Cook Inlet market
characteristics, to question the market's ability to deliver s

cient supplies to meet future

demand in fact illustrate the efficient operation of that mark t. The Protestors point to the fact
that "over the past 19 years, only 205 Bcf of reserves.have een added through new pool and
field discoveries and extensions."1681 To DOE this does not emonstrate gas resources cannot be
brought on-line in a timely manner to supply demand. Ra

r, it is an indication the market is

operating efficiently. Demand for gas in Cook Inlet has be n stable for many years with only
limited incremental growth, and reserve production has met demand. Therefore, to date, there
has been no reason for more extensive exploration and dev lopment activities. DOE's
projections of cumulative demand for 1998-2009 (Table 2)
demand levels in Cook Inlet. Under these circumstances,

ticipate the continuation of stable
d given the total resource base

available, the normal working of a competitive market will ensure the timely development of
both resources and infrastructure. Similarly, the argument

at the thin margin between actual

production and production capacity.indicates a probability fa shortfailW merely proves the
point that in a stable demand situation, such as has existed

Cook Inlet, the market produces

closely correlated actual production to delivery capacities t maximize efficiency.

lJ)1j

Deliverability on the Interstate Natural Gas Pipeline System, DOE/EIA-0618(98), at 11.

108/
Comments of Union Oil Company ofCalifornia on Applicant ' "Clarifications" to Deiiverability Analysis,
filed May 15, 1998, at 14.
109/

Unocal's February 5, 1998, Comments at 47.
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b.

Economic/Contractual Issues

The Protestors raised economic or contractual issues hich they claim should affect
DOE's regional need analysis. Some of these issues, such a the price necessary to spur further
exploration and development of Cook Inlet gas resources,

110

and regional demand growth,

1111

have already been addressed in the supply and demand subs ctions of this section on regional
need. We will discuss two others briefly here. The first is

e possibiiity producers may shut in

their gas supplies and not deliver them to meet market dem _d.!.!Y As an example, Unocal notes,
"although Phillips controls more than 30 percent of Cook

et reserves, they do not sell any gas

to domestic consumers" and has made no commitment tor ease these reserves to Alaska's
consumers.mt
DOE does not believe this is a valid concern. With espect generally to producer shut-ins,
DOE assumes producers will act rationally in their own ec nomic best interest and will produce
and sell gas in response to a demand for gas at a reasonabl price.
Regarding P ANGC in particular, it has always used its reserves for its export customers.
As long as there are adequate supplies to meet both domes ·c and export demand there is no
sound policy reason for DOE to look at whose gas is going to which market. American shortstory writer 0. Henry would appreciate the irony of a na

gas producer unable to obtain

authorization to export its gas unless it first committed to s 11 that gas to domestic consumers, in

110/

Id. at 48.

111/

Id. at 50.

112/
Id. at 47. Unocal included this issue as one of its arguments egarding deliverability, but since it does not
deal with physical limitations on gas deliveries, DOE thinks it is mor properly addressed as an economic issue.
113/

Id.

e
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which case it would have no gas to export. It is possible a s pply-to-demand ratio so dire as to
threaten vital domestic uses might compel DOE to conclude an export of gas is not in the public
interest. But that situation does not exist here, and it is not · the public interest for DOE to
interfere with the normal workings of a competitive market y requiring an exporter to give
contract priority to domestic consumers.
The second issue involves contract priority. Unocal

gues the long-term contracts most

current users already have in place, which the Applicants cl ·
gas, do not provide sufficient protection to the buyers to e

will limit incremental demand for
e they will receive the contracted

for supplies over the length of the contracts.ill! To illustrat its point, Unocal cites a no warranty
of reserves clause in the 1988 Marathon-Chugach Electric

ssociation, Inc. (Chugach) supply

contract which obligates Marathon to supply Chugach only to the extent Marathon's gas reserves
are adequate to supply Chugach without impairing Marath

's ability to meet other supply

commitments, including its LNG export volumes ..ill! In ad 'tion, Unocal cites another contract
clause which allows Marathon to reduce its delivery of gas o Chugach upon five years advance
notice.!!§!
Regarding the priority of delivery clause, the existe ce of this clause does not indicate a
regional need for the exported gas and DOE does not belie e it should interfere with the rights of
market participants to negotiate and agree to contract term . On the delivery reduction clause,
DOE does not accept the contention a contract provision

114/

Id at 51.

115/

Id. at 52.

116/

Id.

·ch allows

1fe natural gas supplier to
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reduce deliveries only after a five-year notice period consti

es an indication the supplier is not

committed to the long-term delivery of gas. To the contrary such a long notice period supports
the Applicants' contention consumers have firm supply co
4.

·tments.

Conclusion

DOE finds the export extension will not adversely

ect domestic gas use in the Cook

Inlet area and there is no domestic need for the gas to be ex orted. DOE estimates the total gas
resources available for production over the course of the ext nsion period to be 4,545 Bcf (Table
1, Column I), and the total estimated demand to be 2,847 B f (Table 2, last column). However,

even using the supply and demand estimates of the Protesto , DOE nevertheless concludes
supply is more than sufficient to meet demand. A review o the supply and demand estimates in
Tables 1 and 2, respectively, illustrates this point. The low st supply estimate is ENSTAR's at
3,003.9 Bcf, and the highest demand is ENSTAR's high cas at 3,104 Bcf. Give~ the vagaries of
supply and demand estimates, this 3 percent differential ess ntially shows a balanced
supply and
...
demand ratio. Moreover, as discussed earlier, DOE does n t consider ENSTAR's water influx
argument valid and therefore does not accept its supply esti
submitted by a Protestor is Unocal's, which, at 3,376 Bcf,

te. The other supply estimate
ceeds ENSTAR's high demand case

by 272 Bcf. In addition, DOE finds the arguments made b the Protestors regarding
deliverability constraints and other economic and contrac

issues do not alter the basic supply

to demand balance which leads to the inevitable conclusio there are a~uate
supplies to meet
'.•.
both domestic and export demand during the extension pe od. DOE is at a loss to understand
the Protestors' contention the export extension should be

nied because of domestic need for

the gas. Our analysis of supply and demand shows einpha ·cally that this is not true.
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DOE's conclusion there are more than adequate supp ies to meet both domestic and
export demand makes it unnecessary to address what strikes

as an underlying effort by the

Protesters to assert the section 3 public interest standard to o tain, in effect, a private right of
eminent domain to take natural gas from an exporting produ r for their own use.

B.

Other Public Interest Considerations
Domestic need is the only explicit public interest co ideration identified by DOE

Delegation Order No. 0204-111. However, as in the Yukon acific Corporation export
authorization, the Department considered the potential effec s of the PANGC/Marathon proposal
on other aspects of the public interest.!!11 These other consi erations include the effects on
Alaskan interests, energy production, international relations and the environment.

1.

Alaskan Interests

An extension of PANGC and Marathon's export au ority would continue tangible,
economic benefits to the Cook Inlet area and the State of
Applicants assert their LNG operations accounted for over

aska Based on 1995 data, the
estimated $20 million annually in

State and local royalty and tax revenues and, either directl or indirectly, over 800 jobs
generating over $40 million in personal income per year.11

The Applicants maintain the

Department's denial of the requested extension would have consistent with the asserted benefits,
numerous adverse effects on the local economy and gas m kets. These effects include the
closure of the LNG plant and the related loss of jobs and p rsonal incomf,
the elimination of a
.,;~
117/

See supra note 2.

118/
See Appendix C to Application, supra note 36, at 6-5. The$ 0 million plus in revenues include $1.51
million in property taxes to Kenai Peninsula borough, $17 .6 million · production tax and royalty payments to
Alaska, and $1.7 million for State income taxes on plant and lease op rations. In addition, DOE notes 1995 Federal
income taxes associated with the LNG export totaled $23 million.
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possible, cost-effective peak shaving arrangement at the pl t, the shut-in of gas production for
which there is no local market and associated job losses, an tax and royalty revenue losses.ill!
The Protestors dispute these losses, arguing they wo d be outweighed by losses
associated with the economic impacts of a shortage and pric increases, including the closure of
Unocal's fertilizer plant.ll!!I However, this argument pres

s the proposed export extension will

cause a shortfall, a premise which DOE does not accept. In addition, we are not persuaded by the
Protestors' allegations, which the Applicants dispute, that

LNG plant could continue to

operate economically as a so'U!ce of peak supplies, without NG exports, or that local demand,
even if projections were not overstated as the Applicants cl · , could absorb all Cook Inlet
production by 2005.illl Furthermore, the Protestors haven t shown reasonable price increases
in response to competition would be inconsistent with the

blic interest. Normal competition

for gas supplies in southcentral Alaska, competition to whi h the LNG exports necessarily
contribute, can only encourage additional exploration for t

This, in turn, can be

expected to lead to increased economic activity beneficial t

2.

Energy Production

In Yukon Paci.fie, the Department emphasized the s ong public interest in the "efficient
production of the Nation's energy resources." 1221 We believ an extension of the Applicants'

1J.2./

Id

120/
Unocal's December 22, 1997, Initial Comments at 16; see al Attachment D to ENSTAR's December 22,
1997, Comments, supra note 25. The ISER(Goldsmith) "doomsday" emorandum on the costs to Cook Inlet
consumers of a gas shortage is based on an unanticipated shortfall.
121/

E.g., the Applicants' May 9, 1997, Answer at 99-100.

122/

1 FEat,r70,259at71,137.
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export will encourage the development of Alaska energy res urces and similarly benefit both
producers and consumers.
The Protestors claim the Cook Inlet is insensitive to

arket factors and the current market

is not competitive.'illl They argue DOE's extension: of thee port, and that factor alone, will
determine whether gas shortages occur in southcentral Alas a, irrespective of which party's
supply and demand forecasts are adopted, and they seek to reserve existing reserves to meet
local demand.™'
The Department does not accept the factual accurac of the Protestors' contentions or the
manner in which they frame the issue. We agree with the pplicants the competitiveness of the
local market (as well as sufficiency of supply) is evidenced by, among other things, the
historically low wellhead prices of Cook Inlet gas compare to those in the lower 48 States (26
percent lower on average in 1996 despite higher average pr duction costs),1251 and to the cost of
competing fuels to Cook Inlet end-users.~ As stated by th
Contrary to ENSTAR's assertion 0, it is not necess for the structure of the
market to be perfect (perfect knowledge, numerous sellers, numerous purchasers)
to obviate the need for [Government] intervention. Rather, it is sufficient to
demonstrate that the market performs as competiti forces are in play.... [T]here
are ample energy supplies to support the domestic arket. The very low domestic
gas prices and emergence of new market players (b th supply and demand) are an
indication that the energy market structure is suffic ently competitive.

i/

W

E.g.,. ENSTAR's December 22, 1997, Comments at 9; see als Aurora's Aprit\ 1997, Motion to Intervene

at 17.
124/

E.g., ENSTAR's December 22, 1997, Comments at 3.

125/

The Applicants' December 22, 1997, Initial Comments at 22.

126/

The Applicants' February 5, 1998, Reply at 62-63.
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Clearly the gas market in Southcentral Alaska can be characterized as one of few
sellers and few buyers .... However, the behavioral · plications of producers
having market power, as suggested by Aurora and
STAR would be that
· producers would act to drive up prices in the local m ket. There is no evidence
that this has occurred. Indeed, bumertip prices in So thcentral Alaska are the
lowest in the U.S. PANGC and Marathon have no · g to gain by denying gas to
the local market.!lll

Together with the relatively high reserves to production rate in the Cook Inlet (rates which
climb~d in the last two reported years), these lower wellhea prices and lack of demand have
deterred exploration and development.mt
As a general proposition, moreover, we agree with
LNG will promote competition in southcentral Alaska, in

e Applicants the continued export of
contributing to the efficient

development of Alaska energy resources. The contrary pos tion is counterintuitive and shortsighted. While a d~nial of the requested extension and the limination of LNG exports to Japan
might release gas to the local market at low prices in the ne

term, it also would diminish

. exploration and development incentives for all energy reso ces, including gas, and thus
exacerbate, not mitigate, supply issues. The Protestors are

ncemed the continued export of

LNG will bring about a premature shortage of gas for sou central Alaska. We believe the
opposite is more probable. DOE's approval of the requeste extension will not obstruct market

127/

The Applicants' May 9, 1997, Answer at 97-98 (footnotes o itted).

128/
The Applicants' February 5, 1998, Reply at 62-63. The ratio of reserves to annual production was
approximately 14 as of January 1, 1997, compared to a 1996 estimate of 8.5 for the lower 48 States. See Zobrist,
supra note 87, at 5.
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signals, with salutary ramifications, not only for Cook Inlet evelopment, but also for the
efficient development of North Slope gas and other sources f energy.!W

3.

International Effects

In considering the international effects of granting lo g-term export authority in Yukon

Pacific, the Department reinforced its belief the public inter st generally is best served by a free
trade policy:
Such a policy promotes energy interdependence am g all nations, rather
than energy dependence on a few nations. Competi on in world energy
markets promotes the efficient development and co umption of energy
resources, as well as lower prices, whereas economi distortions can arise
from artificial barriers to the free flow of energy res urces. Accordingly,
the DOE believes that the public interest in free trad generally supports
approval of proposed exports.!M!.I
Implicitly reaffirming this policy, the President emphasized the global economy in the January
19, 1999, State of the Union address and specifically ackno ledged the serious financial crisis
now affecting Asia and the need "to tear down barriers, ope markets and expand trade. nllif
We agree with the Applicants LNG exports should ontinue to reduce the trade deficit
that is expected to persist with Japan during the extension eriod, a reduction estimated by the
Applicants at $223 million (of a trade deficit then approac · g $60 billion) in 1995.illl
Principally because we find there are sufficient supplies to

eet both local and export demand,

129/
The Zobrist analysis, as we have noted elsewhere in the Orde , underscores the interrelationship of demand
and development activities, finding "demand for ANS g~ in Cook Inl t is directly rela~ to the estimates of Cook
Inlet gas reserves", the former difficult to estimate because of the latte 's uncertainty. ,,

llQl

1 FE ,r 70,259 at 71,138.

131/
Annual Report to Congress·on the State oftheUnion, 145 Co G. REC. S330, S333 (daily ed. January 19,
1999).
132/

The Applicants' May 9, 1997, Answer at 23-24.
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we believe there is no basis for the Protestors' argument the alance of payment benefits from
Unocal's fertilizer sales outweigh those from LNG exports.

13

However, even ifwe were

comparing the relative impacts on the balance of trade ofth certain suspension of LNG exports
with the possible closing of the fertilizer plant and suspensi n of related exports, Unocal's
argument ignores the broader negative effects denying the

nsion would have on the public

interest. Approval of the LNG export extends the intangibl benefits of this long and stable trade
relationship with Japan which, the Applicants note, stren

ens existing ties, "sends a positive

message to domestic and foreign investors" in Alaska, and 'open[s] the doors for other potential
Alaska export projects, most notably the North Slope LNG Project. n!Mf Conversely, a denial of
the requested extension would send negative signals, not · the best interests of the public,
including the parties to this proceeding, by breeding unce

· ty about the reliability of the

United States as a trading partner.
4. Tli,e Environment
DOE has considered environmental concerns assoc ated with the proposed export
extension within the framework of NEPA, and determined the agency is not required to perform
an analysis of the potential environmental effects of grant' g the application.

ill/

See Unocal's April 3, 1997, Motion to Intervene at 15.

134/
The Applicants' May 9, 1997, Answer at 23-24. Japan's" erception" of the security of the Applicants'
Kenai LNG export is considered a "critical factor" to the future of th North Slope project, estimated to be 10-14
times the size of the Kenai project, infra note 28.
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NEPA mandates the preparation of an environmen

impact statement (EIS) for proposed

major Federal actions "significantly affecting the quality of e human environment. nllif The
Applicants assert approval of the requested export extensio , which does not involve an increase
in ~NG volume, new construction, or other change to their xisting export operations, will have
no significant and measurable environmental effect and thu does not trigger NEP A.Y§! The
agency is not required to prepare an EIS, they argue, if it co eludes after a "hard look" at the
relevant issues, the action will have an insignificant impact n the environment. Furthermore,
the Applicants argue ·the agency is not required to examine

e consequences of a projected

natural gas shortfall and related fuel-switching, consequenc s which the Applicants describe as
indirect effects, in the absence of new direct effects or whee such projected indirect effects are
highly speculative and remote.
Moreover, the Applicants assert NEPA, even if it ere applicable, does not require the
agency to undertake additional environmental review beca se the proposed extension "falls
squarely" within a categorical exclusion adopted by DOE or "Import/Export Natural Gas, No
New Construction" :ill!

135/
42 U.S.C. § 4332(2)(C). The Department's NEPA decisions are guided by regulations promulgated by the
Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) and by supplemental DOE rocedures. CEQ regulations permit an agency
to conduct an environmental assessment (EA) to determine whether i must prepare an EIS, and if it is not, to issue a
"finding of no significant impact" (FONSI). 40 C.F.R. §§ 1501.4 an 1508.9(a)(l). CEQ regulations also permit
agencies to adopt "categorical exclusions" for actions which do not · dividually or ctfWulatively have a significant
effect on the human environment. Neither an EA nor an EIS is norm lly required for categorical exclusions. 40
C.F.R. §§ 1507.3 and 1508.4.
136/

Application at 13.

137/
Answer ofPhillips Alaska Natural Gas Corporation and M athon Oil Company to Comments of Union
Oil Company of California and Opposing Motions of ENSTAR Nat l Gas Company and Aurora Power Resources,
Inc. for Further Procedures, filed March 9, 1998, at 10-16.
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Approval of new authorization or amendment of exis ing authorization to
import/export natural gas under section 3 of the N
Gas Act that does
not involve new construction and only requires oper ·onal changes, such
as an increase in natural gas throughput, change in tr sportation, or
change in storage operations.
Categorical Exclusion B5.7, 10 C.F.R. Part 1021, Subpart D Appendix B. The Applicants
emphasize NEPA is satisfied so long as the agency's applica ion of the relevant categorical
exclusion is not arbitrary and capricious. They note applica ·on of the categorical exclusion is
consistent with past DOE practice and there are no "extraor · ary circumstances"

1381

for which

DOE NEPA regulations require preparation of an environm ntal assessment (EA) or EIS.
The Protestors argue the export extension falls wi · the exception to the categorical
exclusion for "extraordinary circumstances" and DOE cann t meet its NEPA responsibilities
without preparing an EA1391 or an EIS.lil!f More specificall ENSTAR and Unocal assert their
deliverability studies show production shortfalls beginning s early as 2001 (ENSTAR).
ENSTAR and Unocal argue the projected deliverability sh rtfalls, which they claim will result
from an extension of the LNG export, constitute "extraord' ary circumstances" thereby removing

138/
CEQ regulations require agencies adopting categorical excl ions to "provide for extraordinary
circumstances in which a normally excluded action may have a signifi t environmental effect." 40 C.F .R. §
I 508.4. DOE procedures, at IO C.F .R. § I 021.41 O(b)(2), require the ency to determine:
There are no extraordinary circumstances related to the prop
significance of the environmental effects of the proposal. E
are unique situations presented by specific proposals, such
environmental effects of the proposal; uncertain effects ore
unknown risks; or unresolved conflicts concerning alternate
within the meaning of section 102(2)(E) of NEPA; ....

sal that may affect the
ordinary circumstances
scientific controversy about
ects involving ui,iique or
ses of available i~sources

139/
Comments of Union Oil Company of California on the Need or Further Procedures, filed February 20,
1998, at 17; see Unocal's April 3, 1997, Motion to Intervene at 17.
140/
Motion ofENSTAR Natural Gas Company Regarding Furt r Procedures, filed February 20, 1998, at 8;
see Motion to Intervene and Protest ofENSTAR Natural Gas Compa , filed April 3, 1997, at 59~60.
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the application from the categorical exclusion,W..' and requ· · g DOE to assess the environmental
impacts resulting "from inevitable widespread switching to d ·. ier fuels. nill/
After careful consideration of their arguments, DOE jects the Protestors' insistence
compliance with NEPA demands preparation of an EA or an EIS. Approval of an export or
import application not involving new construction does not enerally constitute a major Federal
action significantly affecting the quality of the human envir nment. It is for this reason such
activity has been categorically excluded from the requireme t to perform an EIS. The
Department is approving here the simple extension of a lon -standing export, not a proposal
involving the construction and operation of new LNG or alt mative energy facilities. The
requested five-year extension to export LNG manufactured tan existing facility, "without need
for any new construction, and using the same operational

ethods"!W clearly fits within this

excluded category. There is nothing unique about this exp rt and no extraordinary circumstances
setting it apart from other categorically excluded exports

d imports which would require

preparation of an EA or EIS. Contrary to the Protestors' cl · s, we have determined, based on
credible supply and demand forecasts, the Cook Inlet has

cient gas supplies to meet

anticipated local and export demand through the extensio period. The fuel-switching which the
Protestors argue will result from projected shortfalls is th

not "inevitable." Rather, as the

Applicants emphasize, fuel-switching would be an indire

moreover speculative and remote,

141/

Id

142/

Unocal's February 20, 1998, Comments at 17.

143/

The Applicants' May 9, 1997, Answer at 122.
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impact,1441 one that would take into account factors other than ·s gas supply even if south.central
Alaska were faced with a shortfall, and neither "extraordinary' nor "significant" for purposes of
NEPA. Furthermore, the Department could not at this time c nduct a meaningful environmental
review of the indirect impacts identified by the Protestors, in olving, as the review would,
"spinning out multiple hypothetical development forecasts, ·th multiple options" for alternative
fuel generating facilities.

1451

The Protestors have presented no evidence which per uades us the requested extension
poses identifiable environmental consequences requiring pr aration of an EA or an EIS. We do
not believe the public interest is served by encumbering the ecision-making process with .
additional and, under these circumstances, t1DD.ecessary doc

C.

entation.

Other Matters

The Department's November 6, 1997, procedural or er requested the submission of
additional information and invited reply comments to furth r develop the record on issues raised
in earlier filings. We denied in the November 6 Order the en pending requests for additional
procedures, but indicated we would consider, after submiss on of initial and reply comments, and
upon request, whether further procedures were necessary o appropriate. In motions filed on
February 20, 1998, the Protestors renewed requests force

· additional procedures (see section

II.D. of the Order), but failed to show these procedures wee necessary or otherwise appropriate,

144/

Id. at 112-123.

145/
Northeast Utilities Service Co. v. FERC, 993 F.2d 937,959 1st Cir. 1993) (upholding FERC's decision that
neither an EA nor an EIS was required before approving the merger fpublic utility holding and electric companies);
see the Applicants' March 9, 1998, Answer, at 13-14.
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as required by DOE's administrative regulations in 10 C.F.R Part 590, and in light of the
voluminous record already assembled in this proceeding.

D.

Conclusion
After taking into consideration all of the information in the record of this proceeding, we

find a five-year extension of the authority of PANGC and

athon to export LNG to Japan has

not been shown to be inconsistent with the public interest.

particular, the record shows there

is a sufficient regional supply of natural gas to satisfy local

d export demand through the

extension period. Furthermore, we believe the extension wi 1 continue benefits provided by the
export to the Alaskan economy, energy production, and inte ational trade.

ORDER
Pursuant to section 3(a) of the Natural Gas Act, it is ordered that:
A. Phillips Alaska Natural Gas Corporation and M athoJ: Oil Company are authorized
to export liquefied natural gas (LNG) from the State of Al ka to Japan.for an additional five
years, from April 1, 2004, through March 31, 2009.

B. All other terms and conditions contained in Ord r 261 and its amendments shall
remain in full force and effect.
C. All contracts and other documents underlying

e sale of the LNG export authorized

herein shall be filed with DOE within 30 days of their exe tion.
D. All motions or requests for additional procedur s in this proq~eding, not denied by

"~

earlier order, are hereby denied.
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Issued in Washington, D.C., on April 2, 1999.

hn W. Glynn
anager, Natural Gas egulation
Office of Natural Gas d Petroleum
Import and Export A tivities
Office of Fossil Ener
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APPENDIXA

Natural Gas Reserves and Resourc Assessments
Categorization and Term· ology
This appendix provides a brief, alphabetical descrip ·on of natural gas supply categories
and terminology, and is intended to assist the reader in und rstanding the natural gas supply
discussion in section IV.A of the Order and the related Tab e 1 ("Gas Reserves and Resource
Assessment of Cook Inlet, Alaska"). Table 1 consolidates or comparison the various resource
estimates, categorizing them generally as discovered or un ·scovered.
Estimation of the supply of any natural resource is dynamic process subject to
recalculation and revision over time. The process involves estimating the location and
magnitude of a resource and the accuracy of any such est' ation is necessarily limited by ( 1) the
perception and understanding of the origin and occurrence f the resources, (2) the quality and
amount of available d~ta from which to project estimates,

d (3) the analytical tools available to

form the estimates. The effects and relative importance of ese limitations change over time,
particularly as knowledge of the resource improves.
Associated Gas. Natural gas that overlies (gas cap) or is dissolved in (solution gas) crude
oil in a reservoir.
Conventional (or Traditional) Gas Resources. Gas resent in relatively high-porosity and
high-permeability rocks.
Discovered Natural Gas Resources. The quantity o natural gas produced historically
from existing wells plus that proved by drilling and engineering tests. Discovered gas
also includes the gas remaining in known fields th.a will be reco~red through extension
and complete development of known pools and res rvoirs.
,::!·_
Economically Recoverable Resources. Resources, oth discovered and undiscovered,
that are economically extractable under a given set f price-to-cost relationships and
technological assumptions. The Colorado School fMines Potential Gas Committee's

•
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(PGC) estimates include assumptions of adequate but reasonable prices and normal
improvements in technology as part of its definition f potential gas resources.
Natural Gas Reserves. Estimates of natural gas rese es are the key element in, and
generally constitute the bulk of gas resource assessm ts. Reserves are defined by the
Society of Petroleum Engineers/World Petroleum C gress (SPE/WPC) as quantities of
petroleum that are anticipated to be commercially r overed from known accumulations
from a given date forward. All reserve estimates inv Ive some degree of uncertainty,
which depends primarily on the amount and interpre tion of reliable geologic and
engineering data available at the time of the estimate The degree of uncertainty can be
reflected with two principle reserve classifications: oved and unproved.
Non-associated Gas. Natural gas not in contact, nor issolved in, crude oil in a reservoir.
Potential Gas Resources. The gas resources poten · y recoverable under assumed
technological and/or economic conditions. For the urpose of the supply analysis in this
Order and in Table 1, proved gas reserves and cum ative production are not included in
this definition. Three categories ofpotential resour es are recognized and reported by the
PGC - Probable, Possible, and Speculative. Probab e and possible resources are
analogous to the unproved probable and possible re erve categories. This terminology is
a direct expression of the quantity of geologic and e gineering data upon which the
estimates are based.
- Probable Resources. Probable resources e those associated with further
development of fields that have already bee discovered. Probable resources
bridge the boundary between discovered an undiscovered resources. They
include potential extensions of existing poo s and new pool discoveries within
existing fields.
- Possible Resources. Possible resources ar those postulated to exist in new field
discoveries associated with already establis ed trends in producing fields.
- Speculative Resources. Speculative reso ces are postulated to exist in new
field discoveries associated with form.atio (often deeper formations) not
previously proved to be productive in pro · ces that are productive from other
formations or in provinces that have not ye been proved to be productive.
;:1:

oten ·
es urces
ociat d with E ·s ·
i s. :rhis ~lource category is the
most assured of potential gas supplies. (The PGC s probable resource category described
above is essentially equivalent to this definition.) relatively large amount of geologic
and engineering information is available to aid in e estimation of these resources. This
category consists of both extensions to existing p ols (reservoirs) and new pool
discoveries within existing fields. Hence, the con ept of reserve appreciation is

•
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incorporated, whereby an increase in ultimate recov ry from known, producing fields is
inferred from the historical experience that additio to reserves continue to accrue
through post discovery increases in the estimates of e sizes of known fields, even
though the fields may be decades old. These incre es can be derived from the extension
of known reservoirs in known fields or from revisio to estimates of the fraction of gas
in place that may ultimately be recovered.
Pot nti Gas esources A sociated "th Undiscov
. These are a less assured
supply because they are postulated to exist outside fknown fields. They include
possible and speculative resource categories, the
of which nearly equates to
undiscovered conventional resources defined by the, Minerals Management Service
(MMS) and the United States Geological Survey (lJ GS) of the Department of the
Interior.
Proved Reserves. Proved reserves, which can be cat gorized as developed or
undeveloped, are petroleum quantities that, by anal zing geological and engineering data,
can be estimated with reasonable certainty to be co
ercially recoverable from a given
date forward from known reservoirs and under curr nt economic conditions, operating
methods and government regulations.
- Proved Developed Reserves. Proved deve oped reserves, including behind pipe
reserves, are gas resources expected to be re overed from existing wells. Gas
obtained by enhanced recovery techniques e considered developed once the
necessary equipment is installed, or when th cost to do so is relatively minor.
Developed reserves can be categorized as pr ducing or non-producing.
- Producing. Producing reserves are expected to be recovered from
completion intervats that are open d producing at the time of the
estimate. Enhanced recovery reserv s are considered producing after the
project is in operation.
- Non-producing. Non-producing re erves include shut-in and behind the
pipe reserves. Shut-in reserves are e pected to be recovered from open
completion intervals that have not b gun producing or wells shut in due to
market conditions, pipeline connecti ns or mechanical problems. Behind
pipe reserves are expected to be reco ered from zones in existing wells
that require additional completion w rk or a recoiyletion prior to
production.
"
- Proved Undeveloped Reserves. Proved
eveloped reserves are gas resources
expected to be recovered from new wells o undrilled acreage or from deepening
existing wells to a different reservoir. Unde eloped reserves are also expected to
be recovered when a significant expenditur is required to recomplete an existing
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well or install production or transportation cilities for primary or enhanced
recovery projects.
Recoverable Natural Gas Resources. The amount f gas that is recoverable as a function
of technology and/or economics. The recoverable esources consists of both discovered
and undiscovered components.
Technically Recoverable Resources. Resources, b th in existing fields and in
undiscovered accumulations analogous to those in xisting fields, that are producible with
current or foreseeable technology. Normally, these resources are assessed without
consideration of their economic viability. Also, su stantial differences exist among the
estimating organizations concerning the likely succ ss and impact of foreseeable
technologies.
Unconvention
o convent' onal or L ss C en i n Gas Reso ce . Gas present in
low-permeability (tight) reservoirs with matrix pe eabilities generally less than 0.1 md.
The gas may be present in sandstones, siltstones, c bonates, coalbeds, or shales. This
category is essentially equivalent to the United Sta es Geological Survey's (USGS)
contjnuous-type deposits except that no permeabili limitation is specified by the USGS.
Undiscovered Natural Gas Resources. The potenti gas supply that could become
productive with further exploration and developme t. It includes (1) gas remaining in
undiscovered pools and reservoirs within known fi Ids, (2) gas that may be discovered in
new fields and reservoirs within provinces that are resently productive, and (3) gas
within as yet unproductive provinces.
Unproved Reserves. Unproved natural gas reserve , which can be classified as probable
or possible reserves, are calculated with similar ge logic and engineering data to that used
when estimating proved reserves. However, tee ·cal, contractual, economic or .
regulatory uncertainties preclude such reserves fro being classified as proved. Future
economic conditions that are different from curren conditions can be assumed when
calculating unproved reserves, including economic conditions more likely to induce
resource development than those conditions exi · g at the time the estimate is
performed. The probability of these economic con itions occurring, along with possible
technology enhancements, is reflected in reserve e timations by appropriate probable and
possible designations.
~Ji

- Unproved Probable Reserves. Based on eologic and engineering data, probable
reserves are those unproved reserves that
more likely (than unproved possible
reserves) to be recovered. There should be t least a 50 percent probability that
the reserves actually recovered will equal o exceed the sum of estimated proved
and probable reserves. Situations that dee unproved reserves to be classified as
probable are specified in the SPE/WPC de "tion.

•
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- Unproved Possible Reserves. Also based n geologic and engineering data,
possible reserves are unproved reserves that are less likely to be recovered. There
should be at least a 10 percent probability t the quantities actually recovered
will equal or exceed the sum of estimated p oved, probable and possible reserves.
Situations in which unproved reserves will ave the possible classification are
specified in the SPE/WPC definition.
·

APPENDIXB

Natural Gas Reserves and
Cook Inlet Estimat

been prepared by Federal, State, and other organizations,

ources

d are relied upon or referred to in the

Order.
Alaska DeJ>artm.ent of Natural Resources (ADNR)
The ADNR annually publishes an estimate of rese es, by field, for the State in a report
entitled Historical and Projected Oil and Gas Consumptio . According to the April 1998
ADNR report, which is prepared by the ADNR's Division f Oil and Gas (DO&G), each of the .
three State agencies that regulate oil and gas production, D &G, Alaska Oil and Gas
Conservation Commission (AOGCC), and the Department of Revenue (DOR), calculate reserves
by different methods for their different requirements. The

NR report, which limits its

estimates to proved reserves only, relies on estimates prov· ded by the DO&G and the AOGCC
which are based on geologic ~d engineering factors.
Reserves of each of the Cook Inlet fields were es · ated by whichever method was most
appropriate for that particular field. Neither detai!~ of the stimates nor the methodology
employed are included in the ADNR report. The report ac owledges that Cook Inlet gas
estimates took into consideration the Applicants' recent c

prehensive analysis of Cook Inlet

reserves prepared in support of their LNG export extensio authorizatioD;~

"~

While the intervenors, particularly ENSTAR, ques ·on the independence of the ADNR
published estimates, the DO&G indicated that it is its stan

d practice to compile reserve

estimates from several sources - AOGCC, operators, and ther working interest owners, as it did

2

for the 1998 report, and determine reserves based on that · ormation. Although independent
calculations of reserves for all Cook Inlet fields were not p rformed, estimates were confirmed
and verified using all data available to ADNR, with modifi ations made as warranted. This
process resulted in a proved reserve estimate of 3,066 Bcf or the Cook Inlet as of January 1,
1998.
As noted above, the ADNR report only provides pr ved reserves estimates. There are no
estimates in the report for potential resources. However, · a report dated October 1, 1997,
Daniel H. Zobrist of the ADNR (DO&G) cons1dered rese e appreciation for Cook Inlet fields.
The Zobrist report estimated that between 100 Bcf and 60 Bcf of reserve growth would be
available by 2009.
DOE' s Energy Information Administration (EIA)
EIA does not publish reserve information that sep ·ates Cook Inlet from the remainder of
Alaska. However, Unocal's familiarity with reserves data tate-wide allowed it to develop an
estimate of what EIA would report for Cook Inlet proved r serves from EIA's State-wide data
This is the value DOE is using for EIA's estimate in this

alysis (see Table 1). The published

Alaska State-wide EIA estimate of non-associated gas was 3,216 Bcf, as of January 1, 1997.1'
Unocal does not address associated gas in this analysis, al ough Unocal does include a small
volume of associated gas it its own proved reserves estima e. EIA determines this value for nonassociated reserves by summing each operatoe s confident·

estimates otroved reserves, which
(;~

are required to be filed by law. Unocal estimated the EIA alues for Cook Inlet non-associated

1/
Revised in U.S. Crude Oil, Natural Gas, and Natu al Gas Liquids Reserves, 1997 Annual
Report (December 1998), DOE/EIA-0216(97), Table 10 a 32.

e
3
gas by backing out 36 Bcf of non-associated gas, which U ocal claims were included in the
published numbers, from the only three other fields not lo ted in the Cook Inlet area. Unocal
used ADNR estimates for determining the 36 Bcf of non- ook Inlet reserves. Since EIA only
provides proved reserve estimates, that is the only value

twas estimated by Unocal. Unocal

then adjusted proved reserves as of January 1, 1997, fore imated 1997 production, to establish

an EIA estimate of 2,966 Bcf as of January 1, 1998.
Potential Gas Committee (PGC)
The PGC consists of 180 members from all segme ts of the oil and gas industry,
Government, and academia. The committee has published biennial estimates of the potential
supply of natural gas for the United States since 1964, ex pt 1974. The committee functions
independently but with the guidance and assistance of the otential Gas Agency (PGA) of the
Colorado School of Mines. The report utilized by DOE w

the Potential Supply ofNatural Gas

in the United States (December 31, 1996), published in M

The PGC's estimates are of natural gas that, in the udgment of its members, can be
recovered by conventional means given adequate economi incentives in terms of price-to-cost
relationships and utilization of current or foreseeable tee

ology. No consideration is given to

whether or not this resource will be developed; rather, the stimates are of resources that could be
developed if the need and economic incentives existed.
The PGC estimates do not include proved reserves Estimates byfe PGC are expressed
in terms of three resource categories - probable, possible

d speculative. The basic technique

for estimation of potential gas resources is to compare the actors that control known occurrences
of natural gas with factors present in prospective areas.

·s attribution technique is applied to

4

each of the categories adopted by the PGC. In each case, hat is known about the prospective
area is evaluated relative to what is known about natural as accumulations that have been
discovered in other areas of the same geologic province o in similar provinces. Natural gas
occurrences are related to conditions favoring their form.a ·on and accumulation, such as the
existence of source rocks, sufficient maturation of organi material; and the presence of reservoir
rocks and traps. Studies of producing areas provide info

ation on the productive capacity of

particular formations and the average size of accumulatio . Where data permit, trend- or playanalysis techniques are used.
Estimates of the minimum, most likely, and max· um resource potential are reported for
each of the three resource categories. For the Cook Inlet ea, combined onshore and offshore,
the PGC reports that as of December 31, 1996, the most 1· ely probable, possible, and
speculative resources are 1,050 Bcf, 2,100 Bcf, and 3,400 Bcf, respectively. To update the
estimates to January 1, 1998, DOE assumed no reserve gr wth took place during 1997. Thus, the
probable resources as of January 1, 1998, are 1,050 Bcf.
United States Geological Survey (USGS)
At DOE's request, the USGS prepared an admini ative report which considers three
categories of natural gas resources as potential future add· ·ons to natural gas reserves in the
Cook Inlet. (See Appendix C, David W. Houseknecht, Al ka Cook Inlet Natural Gas

Resources, Potential Sources ofFuture Additions to Rese es (Novembe&.4, 1997) USGS.)

'~"

These categories include (1) future growth of reserves in xisting fields, (2) undiscovered
resources of conventional natural gas, and (3) coalbed me

e. Regarding the first two

categories, future reserve growth and undiscovered reso ces, the administrative report

5
summarized estimates made by the USGS in published rep rts, in particular the agency's 1995

National Assessment of Oil and Gas Resources of the Unit

4States.

The report's projection

regarding coalbed methane was based on USGS expertise ut did not make any volumetric
projections.
Using production data, as well as statistical projecf ons of operator reported field level
reserve estimates contained in the proprietary EIA Oil and as Integrated Field File as a basis,
the USGS determined the estimated total reserve growth d · g the time interval 1994-2015 is
1,858 Bcf (468 Bcf of associated gas and 1,390 Bcf of non associated gas).Y To facilitate the use
of the reserve growth estimates in this Order, the USGS su sequently adjusted the time interval
of total reserve growth to 1994-2009. Using the identical

ethodology employed in determining

reserve growth to 2015, the USGS determined the estimat d total reserve growth is 1,369 Bcf
(3 53 Bcf of associated gas and 1,016 Bcf of non-associate gas) for this shorter time interval. An
analysis of the EIA data indicates that the EIA has booked 331 Bcf of non-associated gas as
proved reserves during the years 1994-1996 which was pr viously categorized as reserve growth
by the USGS.~ DOE assumed none of the estimated rese e growth was booked as proved
reserves for 1997. Thus, assuming the 331 Bcf ofthe·non associated gas reserve growth has
already taken place, the adjusted reserve growth from 199 through 2009 is 1,038 Bcf (353 Bcf
of associated gas and 685 Bcf of non-associated gas) (Tab e 1, Column I).~
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See Unocal's February 5, 1998, Comments at 18,

'J.!

Id

M

d Appendix C to the Order at 2.

The 1,038 Bcf does not reflect the upward revisio associated with EIA's adjustment to
proved reserves, see supra note 1.

6
Estimates of undiscovered resources of convention natural gas are made at the
hydrocarbon play level. The technically recoverable mean olume of these resources, which
result from new field discoveries associated with establish d trends, is estimated to be 1,385 Bcf.
For the Cook Inlet play containing non-associated gas, the stimated mean volume of technically
recoverable natural gas is 738 Bcf. For the Cook Inlet pla containing associated gas, the
estimated mean value of technically recoverable natural g

is 647 Bcf.

The volumes of natural gas that may be economic ly recoverable from the Cook Inlet are
price sensitive and thus reported under different gas price

enarios.. The basis for the estimates

of recoverable undiscovered hydrocarbons as a function of price is that exploration, development,
and production efforts will not take place unless the reven es expected to be received from the
eventual production will cover costs, including a normal r

on investment. For the combined

onshore and offshore State waters in the Cook Inlet area, t e USGS estimates that at $18 per
barrel for oil or $2 per Mcf for gas, 321 million barrels of il or 48 percent of the oil, 321 Bcf or
48 percent of the associated gas, and 120 Bcf or 13 percen of the non-associated gas can be
produced economically. Thus at $2.00 per Mcf, the USG estimates that 441 Bcf of gas will be
economically recoverable from new field discoveries. At 30 per barrel for oil or $3.34 per Mcf
for gas, the highest cost utilized by the USGS analysis, 49 million barrels of oil or 74 percent of
the oil, 496 Bcf or 74 percent of the associated gas, and 28 Bcf or 31 percent of the nonassociated gas can be produced economically.
A specific assessment of Cook Inlet coalbed meth e resources has not been conducted
by the USGS. Although the results of other studies sugge there is significant coalbed methane
potential in the Cook Inlet Basin, a reasonable estimate of conomically recoverable volumes has

7

not been made because of insufficient information. Neve

eless, the USGS asserts that coalbed

methane is a resource that could add at least a few hundred Bcf to the reserve base under
favorable economic conditions.
Minerals Management Service (MMS)
MMS published their January 1, 1995, resource est

ate in An Assessment of the

Undiscovered Hydrocarbon Potential ofthe Nation's Oute Continental Shelf, OCS Report
MMS 96-0034. Their mean value for conventionally reco erable undiscovered gas resources for
offshore Cook Inlet is 900 Bcf, utilizing a modified proba ilistic play analysis model, known as
"GRASP", the Geological Resource Assessment Program. This model uses both publicly
available and proprietary data. However, none of the MM resources are considered to be
economically recoverable during the LNG export autho · tion extension period. Offshore
reserves were not included in the USGS estimates. There re, the MMS estimated reserves are in
addition to those calculated by USGS.
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TABLE B-1
Proved Gas Reserve Assessments of Cook Inlet, Alaska
Effective January 1, 1996
Bllllons of Cubic Peet (BCP)

Field Name

IDevelopedl

Beaver Creek
2

annery Loop
Falls Creek

2

I

I

ompreaslo
Proved
Total lb:roved
Behind
lncrem ental Undeveloped Proved e~v1tloped ~~' lpe

133.4

o.o

133.4

153.4

122.0

825.0

0.0

185.0

185.0

790.0

488.0

0.0

0.0

11.0

0.0

11.0

11.0

0.0

11.0

34.5

o.o

8.7

8.7

41.2

50.0

0.0

0.0

13.0

0.0

13.0

13.0

0.0

29.0

0.0

0.0

29.0

29.0

20.0

Beluga River
Birch HIii

Behind
Pipe

o.o

Total
ompresslon
Proved
Incremental Undeveloped Proved

Behind
Proved
eveloped
Pl e

153.4

0.0

0.0

574.0

o.o

11.0

11.0

0.0

6.7

41.2

13.0

0.0

13.0

13.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

29.0

122.0

20.0

133.4

0.0

0.0

488.0

574.0

0.0

o.o

11.0

11.0

0.0

11.0

0.0

0.0

50.0

34.5

6.7

13.0

0.0

13.0

13.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

29.0

29.0

0.0

84.2

0.0

o.o
o.o

0.0

84.2

75.0

0.0

o.o
o.o

o.o

75.0

84.2

0.0

0.0

0.0

84.2

Kenai

144.5

90.1

143.6

233.7

378.2

174.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

174.0

144.5

30.0

0.0

30.0

174.5

McArthur River

591.0

64.7

0.0

64.7

855.7

600.0

o.o

o.o

0.0

600.0

691.0

64.7

o.o

84.7

655.7

0.0

0.0

0.0

14.0

Granite Point

2

lvanRlver 1

Mlddla Ground Shoal 2
Nicolai Creek

2

North Cook Inlet Unit
North Fork ~
North Trading Bay 2
Sterling

2

Sunfish

1

wanson River Gas
[Swanson River Hem lock
rading Bay

2

[Wast Foreland
eat Fork

2

2

West McArthurRlver

2

14.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

14.0

15,0

0.0

0.0

o.o

16.0

14.0

o.o

2.0

0.0

2.0

2.0

0.0

2.0

o.o

2.0

2.0

0.0

2.0

0.0

2.0

2.0

1,049.0

0.0

115.0

115.0 1,184.0

1,000.0

0.0

0.0

o.o

1,000.0

552.0

0.0

0.0

o.o

552.0
20.0

o.o

12.0

20.0

o.o

o.o
o.o

0.0

20.0

20.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

20.0

20.0

o.o

0.0

0.0

23.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

23.0

23.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

23.0

23.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

32.4

o.i>

32.4

32.4

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

32.4

0.0

32.4

22.0

50.0
.-;,}' 0.0

0.0

50.0

72.0

0.0 '
155.0

o.o

o.o

0.0

155.0

22.0

50.0

0.0

50.0

32.4
72.0

0.0

0.0

240.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

240.0

0.0

0.0

o.o

240.0

240.0

e

133.4

0.0

0.0

ed
Tntal
Total
·oil! press Ion
Proved
lncrem ental Undeveloped Proved

e

23.0

28.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

28.0

29.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

29.0

28.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

28.0

0.0

20.0

0.0

20.0

20.0

0.0

20.0

20.0

20.0

o.o

20.0

0.0

20.0

20.0

3.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

3.0

3.0

0.0

0.0

3.0

3.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

3.0

1.0

o.o

0.0

0.0

1.0

1.0

0.0

o.o
o.o
o.o

0.0

1.0

1.0

o.o

0.0

0.0

1.0

Total
375.2 2,786.4
2,828.2
o.o
428.8
430.3
2,380.2
378.2
sea.a 3,787.1 2,784.0
88.0
o.o
58.0 2,842.0
1 Ivan River includes: Ivan River, Lewis River, Pretty Creek, and Stump Lake fields.
2 For GeoQuest and Malkewlcz Hueni Associates (M HA), this denotes Alaska Oil and Gas Conservation Comm lesion (AOGCC) - assigned gas reserves.
3 M HA's work relied entirely upon publicly available data and has bstm confined to the four fields that account for the majority of reserves: North Cook Inlet, Beluga Rlvar, McArthur Rlvar,
and Kenai. MHA accepted GeoQuest's reserva estimates for the fields In which MHA has not completed analysis work.
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TABLEB-2
Proved Gas Reserve Assessments of Cook Inlet, Alaska
Effective January 1, 1998
Blfflons of Cubic Feet (BCF)

~
L 1
I

AD

1996

FieldName

1997

3.0

[Beaver Creek
Beluga River
Birch Hill
nery Loop

North Trading Bay
Sterling

son River 2

1
2
3
4
5
6

Proved

I

I
I

4.6

12.4

133.4

I

I:

i

I

I

I

I

I

H

lr

las reportedll/1/98 EstimatedProvedReserves
by Unocal
Total
Total
Proved
Proved
Total
Total
Proved
Proved
Proved Develoued Undeveloned Proved
Proved Develoued Undevelone~ Proved
145.8

104.0
669.0

Proved
Develoned

I

I

Proved
Undeveloped

Total
Proved

,;,({f,::

104.0

21.0

42.0

63.0

32.0

0.0

669.0

S52.0

81.0

633.0

S00.7

0.0

32.0
500.7

36.9

35.0

5S3.1

16S.O

718.1

o.o

o.o

o.o

11.0

11.0

11.0

11.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

11.0

11.0

36.0

33.0

33.0

32.0

24.0

S6.0

18.2

6.7

24.9

2.1

3.1

29.3

6.7

o.o

0.0

0.0

13.0

13.0

13.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

13.0

13.0

24.2

24.0

24.0

8.0

0.0

8.0

43.7

43.7

22.0

28.0

50.0

48.1

o.o
o.o

13.0

2.3

2.6

24.2

o.o

7.2

S.9

71.1

0.0

71.1

48.0

48.0

13.3

12.7

118.S

233.7

3S2.2

283.0

283.0

242.0

30.0

272.0

102.2

76.1

178.3

343.0

221.0

564.0

529.3

64.7

594.0
13.8

66.8

456.9

64.7

521.6

525.0

525.0

0.9

1.1

12.1

0.0

12.1

13.0

13.0

1.0

18.0

19.0

13.8

0.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

o.o

0.0

0.0

1,023.0

922.0

922.0

617.8

617.8

12.0

0.0

o.o
o.o

0.0

o.o

0.0

12.0

20.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

o.o

0.2

0.0

0.2

32.4

0.0

0.0

S6.0

S2.S

940.6

115.0

l,OSS.6

0.0

0.0

0.0

12.0

12.0

1,023.0
12.0

0.0

0.5

19.S

0.0

19.5

20.0

20.0

5.0

15.0

0.0

0.0

23.0

0.0

23.0

23.0

23.0

o.o

o.o

0.0

0.0

0.0

32.4

32.4

o.o

0.0

o.o

0.0

0.0

33.3

28.'l {

199.9

so.o

250.S

182.0

182.0

125.0

69.0

194.0

186.4

so.o

32.0
236.4

0.4

1.1

26.S

0.0

26.5

28.0

28.0

0.0

o.o

0.0

57.7

0.0

57.7

0.0

o.o
0.0

20.0

20.0

0.0 I

0.0

o.ol

20.0

20.0

3.0

o.o 1
o.o

3.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

o.o

0.1

0.0

0.1

528.!!! _ __btl04.0

2_,150.2

285.9

2,436.1

o.o
o.o

0.0
0.0

3.0

0.0

3.0

0.3

0.2

o.s

0.0

o.s

3.0

30.0

30.0

20.0

20.0

I

3.0

3,066.0
2,9"_.(l _
119.0
214,7
3,349.4
2,!147.0
2,490.5
858..9
otal
223.0
n
Ivan River includes: Ivan River, Lewis River, Pretty Creek. and Stump Lake fields.
Swanson River includes Swanson river Gas and Swanson River Hemlock
Reported in ADNR report: "Historical and Projected Oil and Gas Consumption," April 1998, Table 4.
Estimated as of Januacy 1, 1998, by the ADNR in: "Historical and Projected Oil and Gas Consumption," April 1998, Table l.
Unocars Initial Comments, 12/22/97, Exhibit Al, page 15 & Table 3.
From • Analysis of Cook Inlet A Jaska Gas Reserves and Deliverability", 12/19/97.

2~76.0

Ie

48.1

67.3

0.0

!North Fork

I

Proved

ffProduction1 1roduction1 Develoued Undeveloned
I
ff
fl
n
I

I
i-

n

(1996 est.: '96 -'97 pro~ction)

Ie
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APPENDIXC

Alaska Cook Inlet Natural Ga Resources,
Potential Sources of Future Addi ons to Reserves

....

-

David W. Housekn
U.S. Geological S

This report summarizes the potential for future ad ·tions to natural gas reserves in the
Cook Inlet of Alaska. It has been prepared at the request fthe Department of Energy (DOE) as
background for a pending decision on an application filed with the Office of Fossil Energy of
DOE fot a five year extension of an authorization to expo liquefied natural gas from Alaska.
Three categories of natural gas resources are cons· ered, including (1) future growth of
reserves in existing fields, (2) undiscovered resources of onventional natural gas, and (3)
coalbed methane. The following summary incorporates
the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS). More specific info

e most recent information available to
ation regarding each category of

natural gas resources can be found in the publications ci d at the end of the report.

Reserve Growth
As part of the USGS 1995 National Assessment o Oil and Gas Resources of the United
States, estimates were made of reserve growth in existing fields. These Lates were made on
the basis of statistical projections of series of data con · ed in the proprietary EIA Oil and Gas
Integrated Field File (OGIFF). The OGIFF contains field level reserve estimates reported
annually to EIA by field operators. When the sum of c

ulative production plus reported

2

reserves is plotted over the interval of time represented by the OGIFF (1977 to present), a growth
trend is present in most petroleum provinces of the Nation .
.The 1995 USGS statistical projection of reserve gr wth was based on OGIFF data
through 1992 and yielded the following results for natural gas in the Cook Inlet. These estimates
assume the economic viability of additions to reserves in xisting fields.

Reserve Growth During the Time Interval:
Associated Gas (Bet);
Non-Associated Gas (Bet):
Total Natural Gas (Bet):

1994-2015
468

Ll.2il
1,858

1994-2080
1,135
3,207
4,342

Based on this analysis and considering that part o the 1994-2015 reserve growth estimate
has already taken place, it is reasonable to assume that m re than 1,000 billion cubic feet (Bet)
of gas will be added to reserves of existing fields in the Cook Inlet before 2015.
Undiscovered Conventional Resources

As part of the USGS 1995 National Assessment o Oil and Gas Resources of the United
States, estimates were made of undiscovered oil and gas r sources at the hydrocarbon play
level in each petroleum province of the Nation. For the

ok Inlet, one play containing non-

associated gas potential and one containing associated g

potential were assessed. Estimates of

technically recoverable natural gas in each play are s

3
Probability that play contains
more than amount of gas indicated:
Play 0303
Beluga-Sterling Gas Play
(non-associated gas, Bet)

42

432

1,923

738

649

Play 0304
Hemlock-Tyonek Oil Play
(associated gas; Bet)

43

446

1,337

647

423

Although estimates of technically recoverable res urces are useful indicators of the
petroleum potential of a petroleum province, they must b recast into estimates of economically

recoverable resources for purposes of forecasting how m ch natural gas may be added to
reserves in the foreseeable future. The USGS in 1997 rel

ed estimates of economically

recoverable oil and gas based on the mean estimate of tee

·cally recoverable resources reported

in the 1995 National Assessment.
Estimates of economically recoverable gas resour s for the Cook Inlet.were calculated
and reported under the category of the "southern Alaska p ovince." Results are reported for
two incremental cost scenarios. The USGS estimates th t 441 Bcf gas would be economically
recoverable at a cost of $2.00 per thousand cubic feet
economically recoverable at a cost of $3.34 per mcf.

ct), and that 779 Bcf gas would be

ese estimates include both non-

associated and associated gas from the two plays mention d above.
Naturally, these estimates represent volumes ofn

gas that may be economically

recoverable based on USGS mean estimates of undiscove ed resources, !d do not take into
consideration the presence or absence of incentives for o rators to explore for, or develop,
natural gas resources that may be present in the Cook Inl

4

Coalbed Methane
Although the USGS has not conducted a specific

sessment of coalbed methane

resources of the Cook Inlet, evidence suggests that large olumes may be present. This evidence
includes:
(1) Existing production and potential undiscovere resources of conventional, nonassociated gas within the Beluga-Sterling gas pla are thought to have been sourced
mostly from coalbeds and coaly organic material ispersed in associated strata. The
presence of these conventional natural gas resour e, therefore, indicate good potential for
gas to occur within the coalbeds themselves.
(2) Based on information from numerous oil and
and from studies of outcrops along the margins o
strata of the Cook Met are known to contain a lar
sufficient thickness to provide adequate reservoir

as exploration and development wells
the Cook Inlet basin, the sedimentary
e number of coalbeds that are of
of coalbed methane.

(3) A recent study of coalbed methane potential c
and Gas included the drilling in 1994 of a boreho
associated strata. Desorption tests conducted on s
coals contain substantial amounts of methane. Th
coalbed methane potential in the Cook Inlet basin
recoverable or economically recoverable coalbed

nducted by the Alaska Division of Oil
to measure and sample coalbeds and
ples from that borehole indicate the
results of this study suggest significant
although no estimates of total
ethane resources were.made.

Although the information cited above suggests th re may be significant coalbed methane
potential in the Cook Inlet basin, no analysis has been co ducted regarding the economic
viability of this resource. Therefore, it remains a largely

own commodity at this time. We

have learned recently that one natural gas producer plans to drill five coalbed methane evaluation
wells this year in the Cook Inlet, and will embark on an
results are positive. This suggests that coalbed methane

bitious development program if
ay start to co.bute to Cook Inlet gas
'-~~

production in the near future.

•
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Summary
Future additions to Cook Inlet natural gas reserve may come from three sources: (1)
growth of reserves in existing fields, (2) undiscovered co ventional resources, and (3) coalbed
methane.
(1) Reserve growth is the most certain of these ad itions to reserves, and likely will result
in the addition of more than 1,000 Bcfbefore 201 .
(2) The discovery of undiscovered, conventional
is dependent on economic conditions viewed by i
exploration. The USGS estimates that between 4
reserves through discovery of new fields at ass
mcf.

atural gas resources is less certain and
dustry as favorable for Cook Inlet gas
0 and 800 Bcf gas could be added to
d costs between $2.00 and $3.34 per

(3) The presence of coalbed methane resources is onfirmed, although insufficient
information exists to make reasonable estimates economically recoverable volumes.
At this time, coalbed methane can be viewed as a esource that could add at least a few
hundred Bcf to reserves if economic conditions e favorable for the private sector to
make a commitment to exploration and develop nt.
Although estimates of potential natural gas that
reserves vary among the three categories of resources s

ay be added to Cook Inlet natural gas

arized above, it is likely that at

least one trillion cubic feet of gas will be added before 2 15 and it is possible for that number to
double if economic conditions stimulate industry activi
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APPENDIXD
Natural Gas Deliverability orecasts
This appendix describes the deliverability analyse submitted by the parties as well as an
independent forecast by the Alaska Department ofNatur Resources (ADNR). These analyses
forecast Cook Inlet natural gas production for periods gen rally coinciding with the 2004-2009
ex.port extension period.
The Applicants
Schlumberger GeoQuest Reservoir Technologies ( eoQuest) performed the underlying
analysis for the Applicants' initial deliverability forecasts.

This analysis, criticized by the

Protestors as lacking sufficient detail to permit an assess ent of its validity, was later expanded
by Sproule Associates Inc. (Sproule).11 The Sproule anal sis retained the GeoQuest proved
reserve estimate (3,349 Bcf on January 1, 1998), and the

dition after 2005 of the Potential Gas

Committee's (PGC) estimate of "probable resources" (vol

es corresponding to the minimum

(600 Bcf) and most likely (1,050 Bcf)).J/ No reserve gro

h was explicitly assumed in either the

original GeoQuest work or the Sproule analysis but both

opt "probable" resource numbers

corresponding to reserve growth.
The Sproule analysis used a forecast methodolo

described as an integration of material

balance and decline curve techniques. For the four larges Cook Inlet fields (North Cook Inlet
Unit, Beluga River, Kenai, and McArthur River), maxim

gas flow rates (well capacities) were

1/

Exhibit L to the Applicants' December 22, 1997, Commen .

2f

See Clarifications to PANGC and Marathon's Deliverabili Forecast, Cook Inlet, Alaska (April 8, 1998),

filed by the Applicants on April 15, 1998.

'JI

Potential Gas Committee, Potential Supply ofNatural Gas the United States ( March 1997), Table 55 at
104-105. The report's estimates were current as of December 31, 1 96.

•

•
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calculated for each well and aggregated for each field. As long as projected well capacities
exceeded actual average (1996, 1997) production rates, pr duction forecasts were maintained at
essentially current levels. When projected well capacities fell below historic production levels, a
hyperbolic decline rate was assumed. For the remaining elds, the maximum capacity was
assumed to equal recent production rates. It was also as

ed compression would be added "as

needed."
When production capacity above that available fro proved reserves was needed to meet
assumed demand levels, the Sproule analysis triggered pr duction of probable resources. For the
Resource Decisions and Northern Economics (Resource ecisions) "Expected" demand case., the
PGC "Most Likely" estimate of 1,050 Bcf was assumed b tween the years 2007 and 2019 based
on the discovery of 14 fields of 75 Bcf each. The estimat d year of first deliverability shortfall
for this case is 2019. The same approach was used for th Resource Decisions "High" demand
case, except the assumed availability of probable resourc s was limited to the 600 Bcf
corresponding to the PGC ":fyfinimum" resource case for e Cook Inlet. These resources were
represented by eight new discoveries of 75 Bcf each, bro ght into production between 2006 and
2009. The estimated year of first shortfall for this case is
The Protestors claimed the Sproule analysis over ted the projected availability of Cook
Inlet reserves.g Using the Sproule production capacity v

us time relationship and the Resource

Decisions (the Applicants) high demand case, Union Oil ompany of CMifornia (Unocal)
.

15~4

estimated eleven of the 75 Bcf discoveries must be brou ton-line in a six-year period beginning

M

See, e.g., Comments of Union Oil Company of California o Applicants' "Clarifications" to Deliverability
Analysis, filed May 15, 1998, at 9.

•

•
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in 2004 to avoid a shortfall before 2009.~ Unoc~ argued

·sis an unreasonable expectation

based upon recent success rates in exploratory drilling.

ENSTAR
Malkewicz Hueni Associates (MHA) prepared tw gas deliverability forecasts for
ENSTAR Natural Gas Company (ENSTAR), one limited o proved reserves and the other for
total gas resources, which include unrisked, unproved res rves.§1 The unrisked, unproved
reserves set out in Table 1 incorporate 351.8 Bcf ofproba le reserves from the MHA reserves
report and 216 Bcf of possible reserves (120 Bcf of dry g

and 96 Bcf of associated gas) from

new oil field discoveries reported by the James E. Eason

sessment (Eason).1'

MHA used three techniques to forecast productio of the Cook Inlet fields. The first is
the well potential technique which GeoQuest also employ d to calculate the maximum flow
potential of a well from flow rate and backpressure meas ements. The second MHA
methodology used a decline curve analysis to forecast pro uction of 22 fields, including the
Kenai Field, that have been in production decline for a f

e sufficiently long to allow application

of the methodology. In addition to these fields, two smal fields, the Falls Creek Field and the
North Fork Field, which are not yet producing but had re erves assigned by GeoQuest, were
included in this section of the analysis. The third method logy applied to those fields which are
not yet declining in production, including the McArthur ·ver Field, the Swanson River Field
Hemlock Formation, and a group of six fields for which eoQuest assi~d reserves but MHA
',~~

~

Id. at 12.

§/

Attachment C to ENSTAR's December 22, 1997, Commen

1/

Attachment B to ENSTAR's December 22, 1997, Commen . The Eason assessment was commissioned by
ENSTAR to identify the magnitude and timing of possible new oil d gas fields in the Cook Inlet area.
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did no technical review. The deliverability of these rese es was scheduled by assuming these
fields would continue "plateau" production for an assum

period of time before starting to

decline.
Results
Scenario 1:

Proved e es with base case de and: the first annual deliverability
shortfall occurs in 2001. By 2009, the annual deliverability shortfall
reaches 131 Bcf and the total cum ative shortfall reaches 4 73 Bcf.

Scenario 2:

Prov
lus
· ked robable an o ibl reserves with b e as
demand: the first annual deliverabi ity shortfall occurs in 2004. By 2009,
the deliverability shortfall reaches 3 Bcf and the total cumulative shortfall
reaches 236 Bcf.

According to the Applicants, the MHA deliverabi ity forecast understated the production
capacity of Cook Inlet, primarily, the Applicants claimed because MHA relied on an inaccurate
reserve base..W In addition, the Applicants stated MHA u ed the actual field delivery rate, limited
by customer take rates, instead of the higher, potential fl

rates, to forecast the deliverability of

the Kenai field, and erroneously assumed daily productio rates for the McArthur River Field
that are lower than the field data indicate. The Applicant believe these errors also contributed to
projections lower than actual productive capacity.

Unocal
The Unocal deliverability model is based on a co prehensive system analysis and
consists of three basic components: a demand module, a supply module, and a supply/demand

~

See the Applicants' February 5, 1998, Reply Comments.
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interface.21 The model reports any daily or annual deliver bility shortfalls through the first
quarter of 2009.
Unocal's demand module relied on estimates for

Cook Inlet region prepared for

ENSTAR by the Institute of Social and Economic Resear h, University of Alaska.!!!! The supply

each field, using the same backpressure equation as in the previous two deliverability analyses,
and cumulative production.!11
Two methods were used to forecast future field pr duction capacity: decline curve
analysis and full system analysis. Decline curve analysis onsists of extrapolating the observed
field production decline trends into the future. This appr

h was used by Unocal for half of the

Cook Inlet fields. Full system analysis is based upon a m del that includes estimates of the
effects of gas flow rates on all components of the delive

system, beginning with reservoir

pressure and ending at the point of delivery. This approa h was used in the remaining half of the
cases. 121
The production capacity calculated from Unocal's
l, 1998, reserve· levels. (see Table 1) for two specified see
reserves, and (2) proved, unproved, and new resources.

odel was based on estimated January
·os: (1) proved and unproved
e model calculated production rates at

See Unocal's December 22, 1997, Initial Comments.

10/
See ENSTAR's April 3, 1997, Motion to Intervene, Exhibit . Total demand for the period from 1997 to
2009 declined from 2,853 Bcfin ENSTAR's April 1997 estimate, in a, to 2,719 Bcfin its December 1997
comments.

ll/

The details of this process are contained in Appendix 2 to

12/

Id

ocal's December 22, 1997, Initial Comments.

e

e
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the beginning of each year, by determining the cumulativ production for each field since January
1, 1998, and then, after deducting field requirements, calc ating the gas flow rate at which that
field can produce its next year's unit of gas. That rate was assumed to be the daily production
rate for the next year. Unocal assumed capital projects, s ch as compression, are implemented as
necessary to maintain gas flow rates.
Once demand and production capacity were dete

· ed, the deliverability model matched

demand with supply. For each day beginning January 1, 998, priority contract demand was
satisfied before any released excess was used to meet any

contracted demand. The model

progressed through each day until December 31, 1998. 0 ce the 1998 run was completed, the
cumulative production volumes were updated, a new m

um production rate was calculated

for 1999, and the deliverability model advanced to the ne annual run. This process is repeated
until the model has calculated deliverability for every ye
Unocal's model showed daily and annual delivera ility shortfalls. A daily deliverability
shortfall occurs when demand grows faster or declines sl wer than productive capacity.
However, because average annual demand is less than av rage daily productive capacity, storage
can be used to eliminate peak shortfalls. Annual shortfall occur when the annual average daily
production is less than annual average daily demand.
The model produced results for six scenarios, s
Scenario 1:

Scenario 2:

•

•
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The Zobrist analysis did not detail its depletion an reserve growth rates, but the total
volume of gas in the proved category appear to be consist nt with the estimate in the 1998
ADNR report and, furthermore, reserve growth assumptio , although not unrealistic, appear to
be on the low side compared to estimates of the United S tes Geological Survey.

